











Seventh Mayor of Laconia







YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1906,
Together with Other Annual Reports and Papers
Relating to the Affairs of the City.
Xacotiia press association, Iptinters

MAYORS OF THE CITY OF LACONIA.
City incorporated by Act of Legislature approved
March 24, 1893. First organization of city government
May 3. 1893.
*Charles a. Busiel 1893-4.
Samuel B. Smith 1895-6.
Charles L. Pulsifer 1897-8.
Edmund Tetley 1899-0.
Jared a. Greene 1901-2..
Woodbury L. Melcher 1903-4.
Benjamin F. Drake 1905..
Deceased, Aug. 29, 1901 .'
ORGANIZATION OF CITY GOVERNMENT.
Tuesday,- March 28, 1905.
At ten o'clock in the forenoon of the above date, mem-
bers-elect of the city council for the municipal year of 1905,
and the hold-over members from tbe previous city council
met for org-anization agreeably to the provisions of the city
^charter.
The oath of office was administered to the mayor-elect,
Benjamin F. Drake, by Hon. Woodbury L. Melcher, ex-
mayor.
The mayor administered the oath of ofifice to the follow-
ing; councilmen-elect, to wit:
Ward 1—John M. Guay.
Ward 2—Louis J. Truland.
Ward 3—Fred S. Roberts.
Ward 4—Edwin P. Thompson.
Ward 5—Walter H. Rines.
Ward 6—J. Grant Quimby,
Stephen B, Cole.
Prayer was offered by Rev. W. H. Getchell, after
^vhich the mayor delivered his inaugural address.
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
OF MAYOR BENJAMIN F. DRAKE, MARCH 28, 1905,
Gentlemen of the Conneil:
First of all I desire to express m}- appreciation of the
confidence reposed in me by my fellow citizens by calling-
me to assume the responsible duties of mayor of our city.
I pledg'e them, and you, g^entlemen of the council, that I
will give to the duties of the office whatever ability I
possess, and will in every way possible protect the inter-
ests of our city, and to this end I ask your hearty support.
The various departments of our city government during
the past year, appear to have been managed prudently,.
and as their reports have been published I shall not at
this time review them. Eleven members of the present
council were members of the council last year, and must
be familiar with the needs of our city. You will have
before you the recommendation of the finance committee
of last year, who are familiar with the cit^^'s finances, and
it will be worthy of your consideration. Let us appro-
priate what money is necessary to carry on the various
departments of oiir city government, and when the
various amounts are once appropriated, let us keep the
expenditures within the appropriations.
It should be the duty of this coimcil to do everythingr
possible to encourage our manufacturers to rebuild the
mills, and the citizens their homes, so cruelly destroyed
by fire.
While I shall not make any recommendation at this
time I deem it proper to call the attention of the council
and our citizens to the brown-tail moth plague, which
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must interest us all, as it may call for special legislation
in the near future, as it has already been considered
wise by our sister cities and towns.
The report of the Board of Public Works should
receive your consideration, and means should be provided
to continue the present improvements they have com-
menced on Elm and Water streets. The rebuilding" of the
Perley canal across Main street I believe is a very impor-
tant matter, and I hope this council will take early action
to ascertain if some arrangement cannot be made between
the Laconia Car Company Works and the city to this end.
The canal should be rebuilt before Main street is
paved or concreted to the railroad tracks, an improvement
that will be called for in the near future.
Gentlemen of the council, the money we exact from
the people to run our municipal affairs belongfs to them,
and we are only their servants to see that it is judiciously
expended. As business men, let us do this in a business
way,. so that at the end of our official term, no reflections
can be cast upon us.
Gentlemen of the council, I am now ready to proceed
with the business of the session.
MUNICIPAL REGULATIONS,
FOR PAYMENT OF BILLS AGAINST THE CITY.
All bills ag'ainst the city must be approved by the per-
son authorizing- the charg-e; and unless this is done, no
action can be had upon the bill by the committee on
accounts and claims, and no order will be g^iven for its
payment. When the bills are certified to as above, and left
with the city clerk not later than Thursday, at 12 o'clock
M., preceding' the last Monday of each month, they will
be audited by the committee on accounts and claims, and
if approved by them and allowed by the council, will be
ready for payment on the following- Wednesday, at the
office of the city treasurer.
Meeting's of the committee on accounts and claims are
held on the Friday preceding the last Monday of each
month, at 7.30 o'clock p. m., at the city clerk's office.
CITY GOVERNMENT,
LACONIA, N. H.
Inaugurated fourth Tuesday in March yearly. Stated
meeting's: The last Monday of each month, at 7.30





Elected March 14, 1905, for one year. Salary $300 per annum,
BENJAMIN F. DRAKE.
Office: Masonic Temple, Main Street. Residence: Cor. Clinton
and Prospect Streets.
COUNCIL.




Ward J —AMOS J. DINSMOOR.*
FRED S. ROBERTS.
t
Ward ^.—FRANK H. LOUGEE.*
EDWIN P. THOMPSON.!
Ward 5.—SAMUEL D. McGLOUGHLIN.
WALTER H. RINES.t




*Elected March 8, 1904, for two years.
tElected March 14, 1905, for two years.





JULIAN F. TRASK, Ex-Officio.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance. —; The Mayor (ex-officio,) .Councilmen Cole,
Thompson.
Accoiaits and Claims. — ConncihTien Pkimmer, Truland,
Wallace
.
Public Instruction. — Councilmen Lougee, Dinsmoor,
Thompson.
Roads and Bridges.—Councilmen Roberts, Nelson, Guay.
Parks and Connnons.—Councilmen Rines, Avery, Nelson.




—Councilmen Ouimby, Truland, Lougfee.






Police a7id Licenses.—Councilmen Roberts, Cole, Guay.
Sewers. —Councilmen Nelson, Avery, Thompson.




Salary $600 per annum and fees as provided by law.
JULIAN F. TRASK.
Office: Room 7, iEasonic Temple, Main Street.
CITY TREASURER.
Salary, |75 per annum.
ARTHUR W. DINSMOOR.
Office: Laconia National Bank.
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CITY SOLICITOR.
Salary, $300 per annum.
STEPHEN S. JEWETT.
Office: Rooms 3, 4, 5, 6, Masonic Temple, Main Street.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS.




Office: Room 1, Masonic Temple, Main Street.
COLLECTOR OF TAXES.
Salary, $450 per annum, conditional on amount collected.
CHARLES F. LOCKE.
Office: Room 1, Masonic Temple; 41 Elm Street, Lakeport.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Created by Act of Legislature, 1901. Elected by the city council.
One member of said board to be chosen biennially on the fourth
Tuesday of March to serve six years. Annual salary of each
member.
J. HENRY STORY, Preside?it.
Elected to fill vacancy, Sept. 30, 1901. Term expires March 26,1907.
JULIUS E. WILSON, Secretary.
Elected March 28, 1905, for six years.
JACOB SANBORN.
Elected March 24, 1903, for six years.
Office, Room 2, Masonic Temple.
CITY GOVERNMENT, j 11
CITY ENGINEER. SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS, AND STREET
COMMISSIONER.
Appointed by Board of Public Works, Salary, |1200.
FORREST G. BERRY.
Office: Room 2, Masonic Temple, Main Street. Residence: 13
Summer Street. Office hours: 7 to 9 o'clock, Monday and
Saturday evenings.
OVERSEERS OF POOR.
For Wards One and Six.
ARTHUR TUCKER.
604 Union Avenue.
For Wards Two, Three, Four and Five.
A. EUGENE HILL.
676 Main Street.
Salary, $50 each per annum.
CITY PHYSICIAN.
GEORGE H. SALTMARSH, M. D.
Salary, $50 per annum.
BOARD OF HEALTH
Salary, $209 per annum for the board, divided as follows: Member
from Laconia proper, $125; member from Lakeport (so called),
$50; member from Weirs (so called) $25.
J. A. WRISLEY, M. D., President.
Elected March 28, 1905, for three years.
Office: Odd Fellows Building, Lakeport.
WALTER H. TRUE, M. D., Secretary.
Elected March, 1903, for three years.
Office and residence: 642 Main Street.
FRED E. MOORE.
Elected March 1904, for three years.
P. O. address: The Weirs, N. H.
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DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOLS.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
Salary, $90 per annum for the board.
WILLIAM A. PLUMMER, President.
ALBERT C. MOORE, Secretary.













Salary $1200 per annum.
JOSEPH H. BLAISDELL.
Office: His^h School Building.
PRINCIPAL OF HIGH SCHOOL.




Elected by the City Council.
JOSEPH H. BLAISDELL, vSiipt. of Schools, Ex-officio.
CITY GOVERNMENT. 13
For term ending March, 1906.
JOHN T. BUSIEL.
CHARLES L. PULSIFER.
For term ending- March, 1907.
CHARLES F. PITMAN.
CHARLES F. LOCKE.













Appointed by Governor and Council of New Hampshire, term six
years.
FRANK E. BUSIEL.
Term expires March 27, 1907.
CHARLES W. VAUGHAN.
Term expires April 1, 1909.
FRED C. SANBORN.
Term exjMres February 21, 1911.
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CITY MARSHAL.
Appointed by Police Commissioners.
Salary, $800 per year.
*H. K. W. SCOTT.
tJOHN M. GUAY.
Office: Rooms 8-9, Masonic Temple.
ASSISTANT CITY MARSHAL,
Appointed by Police Commissioners.






















Resigned Nov. 4, 1905, to accept Wardenship N. H. State Prison.
**Resigned Nov. 1, 1905.













Salary, $500 per annum.
OSCAR L. YOUNG.
Appointed by Governor and Council, Aug 26, 1903.
ASSOCIATE POLICE JUSTICE.
Paid $2 per day of service.
TRUE W. THOMPSON.
CLERK.
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SUPERINTENDENT OF FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
Salary #150 per annum.
WILLIAM W. SAUNDERS.
OTHER CITY OFFICERS.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF CHECK LISTS.
Salary, $2 per day of service.
Chairman elected by City Council, Nov. 8, 1904.
RUFUS P. DOW, Chairman.
Elected at biennial election, Nov. 8, 1904.
Wardl—^On^ F. FITZGERALD.
• " 2.—JOHN B. JEWETT.*
BURT S. DEARBORN.**
" J.—J. FRANK SLEEPER.
" ^.—CHARLES A. FALLS.





























































































BOARD FOR EXAMINATION OF PLU>1BERS,











M. H. McNALLY. .








Elected at biennial election Nov. 8, 1904, for two years.
Salary, $3 per term.
IVard /.—CALEB J. AVERY.
" i-.—WILLIAM E. FOSTER.
" 3.—A. EUGENE HILL.
" ^.—JUDSON A. CUNNINGHAM.
" 5.—WILLIAM M. RICKERT.
*' (5.—HARRY L. SMITH.
WARD CLERKS.
Elected at biennial election, November 8, 1904, for two yeans.
Salary, $7 per term.
IVard i.—FRANK W. SWAIN.
" i'.—CHARLES D. KENISON.
" J.—HARRY H. WARDWELL.*
FREDERICK W. FOWLER.**
" ^.—ARTHUR A. TYLER.
" 5.—RALPH B. OILMAN.
" ^—HARRY E. PHILBROOK.
*Resig'ned August, 1905.
**Chosen by council to fill vacanc\-.
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SELECTMEN.
Elected Marcli 10, 1903, for three years.
.Salary, $5 per term.
Hard /.—STEPHEN C. ROBINSON.
t
RICHARD M. JENKINS. tt
" 2.—RANSOM COBURN.
" J.—EUGENE CLARK.
" /.—CLARENCE L. FOLLANSBEE.
" 5.—WALTER H. RINES.t
ARCHIE B. SANBORN. :t
" 6.—LIBBEUS E. HAYWARD.
Elected March 8, 1904, for three years.
IVard /.—ALBERT W. HEAD.
" i'.—EDWARD G. HOWE.
" J.—FREDERICK P. ATKINSON.
" /.—EDWIN A. THYNG.
" J.—WILLIAM A. SMITH.
" d.—GEORGE B. AYER.
Elected March 14, 1905, for three years.
JVa,d /.—WILLIS G. WATSON.
" 2.—ERVIN M. MORRILL.
" J.—ARTHUR L. PAINE.
" -/.—WILLIAM F. SEAVERNS.
'• .5.—WALTER S. PRICE.
" 6.—OSCAR A. FLANDERS.
fDeceased August 31, 1905.
ttChosen by council to fill vacancy.
IResigned March, 1905.
nChosen bv council to fill vacancy.
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INSPECTORS OF ELECTION.
•Chosen by city council October 3, 1904, as required by Chapter 78,
Section 14, of the Public Statutes. Salary $2 per day of actual
service. Term expires November 1, 1906.



























An Ordinance establishing- the oi^fice of city auditor and
defining his duties.
Be it ordained by the City Coiuicil of the City of Laconia, as
foUoivs:
Section 1. The mayor, with the approval of the
Council, shall annually appoint an auditor, who shall be
an expert accountant and bookkeeper, and who, during the
term of his office shall in no other capacity be connected
with the city government, and who may, or may not be a
resident of the city. He may be removed at any time by
majority vote of the council. Whenever a vacancy from
any cause occurs, a successor shall in like manner be
appointed.
Section 2. Said auditor shall semi-annually, and of-
tener if directed by the finance committee, examine and
audit the accounts of the several departments, officers, and
agents of the city, and make reports of his findings to the
council. And for the purposes of such examinations, he
shall have access to all securities, funds, books, papers,
and vouchers in possession of any and all of said officers
and agents. And said officers and agents shall furnish all
the aid and information in their possession required by
him in the prosecution of his examinations. He shall as-
certain, as far as he is able, if there are any assets of
doubtful value, if all monies and accounts due the city
have been collected, if any overdue or disputed liabilities
remain unpaid, and report the same. He shall examine
as to methods of bookkeeping in use, and shall from time
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to time recommend such changes as he may deem neces-
sary to bring- about uniform, clear and accurate methods.
He shall under the direction of the committee on finance
make up the financial statement at the end of the year,
arranging- it in such mannner as will clearly and precisely
show all monies received and paid out, and for what pur-
poses, a list of all assets and liabilities, and a complete
summary of the financial condition of the cit5\
Section 3. Said auditor shall receive such compensa-
tion for his services, as may be ag-reed upon between him,
and the committee on finance, and approved by the coun-
cil.
Section 4. All ordinances and parts of ordinances in-
consistent with this ordinance are hereb}- repealed and
this ordinance shall take effect March 28, 1905.
Adopted and approved March 27, 1905.
An Ordinance relating- to junk dealers.
Be it ordaiyied by the City Coicncil of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
Section 1. The provisions of sections 1, 2, 3, and 4,
of chapter 124 are hereby adopted to be in force in the
City of Laconia.
Section 2. The following sections are added thereto:
Section 5. Every person to whom license has been
granted shall apply for the same to the city clerk. Every
license so issued shall be numbered, and the nui-nber of
the license shall be conspiciousl}^ displayed upon the hat
of the licensee.
Section 6. The city clerk, after every issuance of a
license, shall send a record of the same to the chief of
police, containing the name, residence and number of the
licensee.
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Section 7. The fee for every license shall be ten dol-
lars per year, or a fractional part thereof.
Section 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
passage.
Passed and approved April 4, 1905.
An ordinance in amendment of an ordinance passed and
approved May 29, 1893, entitled, "An ordinance in
relation to the use of streets and commons."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as
follows:
Section 5 of an ordinance passed and approved May 29,
1893, entitled, "An ordinance in relation to the use of
streets and commons," is hereby amended by striking- out
the first sentence in said section and inserting in place
thereof the following:
Three or more persons shall not stand or loiter in a
group or near each other on any foot walk or sidewalk in
the city of Laconia so as to obstruct the free and imimped-
ed passage for foot passengers thereon, and any person
obstructing any foot walk or sidewalk by standing or loit-
ering thereon, shall move on immediately on request so to
do made by the city marshal, assistant city marshal, any
police officer or watchman, and shall not again return to
the place from which he of they have been requested to
move, or stand in a group, or loiter in that place or in any
other place on any foot walk or sidewalk after they have
been requested to move as aforesaid, so that said section,
as amended, shall read as follows:
Section 5. Three or more persons shall not stand or
loiter in a group or near each other on any foot walk or
sidewalk in the city of Laconia, so as to obstruct the free
and unimpeded passage for foot passengers thereon, and
any person obstructing any foot walk or sidewalk by
standing or loitering thereon, shall move on imtnediately
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on request so to do made by the city marshal, assistant
cit3' marshal, any police officer or watchman, and shall not
again return to the place from which he or they have been
requested to move, or stand in a group or loiter in that
place or in any other place, on any foot walk or sidewalk,
after they have been requested to move.
No person or persons shall sit, stand or lounge in or
about the doors, windows or passage ways to any store,
shop, office, saloon, dwelling house or other tenement, ex-
cept the owners or tenants thereof, after having been re-
quested by the owner or occupant or city marshal, assist-
ant marshal or an}^ police officer or watchman to depart
therefrom.
wSection 2. Further amend said ordinance by striking
out section 9 and inserting the following as section 9:
Section 9. Any person violating any of the provisions
of this chapter shall be fined not exceeding ten dollars and
costs of prosecution, and stand committed until the sen-
tence is performed.
Sect. 3. This ordinance shall take effect on its pas-
sage.
Passed and approved May 29, 1905.
An Ordinance relating to pawnbrokers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
folloivs:
Section 1. No person shall carry on the business of
pawnbroker, within the city of Laconia, unless he is duly
licensed by the city coimcil. Said city council shall iipon
application, issue licenses to do business as pawnbrokers
to such persons as said city council deem proper; and such
licenses shall be for one year from issue, but maj^ be
revoked at any time by said city council whenever in their
opinion the public good requires. Such license shall des-
ignate the place where the person licensed may carry on
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his business and he shall not carry on the business at any
other place within the city. The fee for such license
shall be five dollars per year.
Sect. 2. Every person licensed as aforesaid shall keep
a book or record at his place of business in which he shall
enter in English, at the time of receiving- the same, a
minute description of any article left for pawn, particu-
larly mentioning- any prominent or descriptive marks on
the same, with the name, ag"e and residence, g'iving' street
and number, where possible, of the person from whom he
received it, noting' also the day and hour and the amount
paid or loaned thereon; and such book or record and the
articles left for pawn shall be open at all times to the in-
spection of the city marshal or by any person authorized
by him. No person licensed as aforesaid, shall directly
or indirectly receive any article in pawn from any minor,
knowing" or having' reasonable cause to believe him to be
such, without the consent in writing- from the parent or
g'uardian of such minor; and all persons so licensed, when
requested to do so by the city marshal, shall make a daily
statement to him of the articles left with him for pawn.
Sect. 3. If any person shall do any business as a pawn-
broker without a license, or if any person licensed as
aforesaid shall violate any of the provisions of this ordi-
nance, he shall be fined not exceeding' ten dollars for each
offence.
Sect. 4. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
passag'e.
Passed and approved Aug'. 28, 1905.
An Ordinance in amendment of an ordinance entitled,




Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as
folloii's:
Section 1. That section 16 of an ordinance entitled
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"An ordinance fixing- the salary and compensation of
certain officers," as the same is now amended, be
amended by striking out the figures "300", and inserting-
in the place thereof the figures 500, so that said section,
as hereby amended, shall read as follows: Section 16.
The salary of the justice of the police court shall be $500
per annum, and the salary of the clerk of said court shall
be $100 per annum, which shall be paid in equal quarterly
payments, and the salaries so received shall be in full for
services of every kind rendered by them in the discharge
of all the duties pertaining to their office.
Sect. 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Passed and approved Dec. 26, 1905.
RESOLUTIONS.
A Resolution to accept in trust a certain bequest made
by Ossian W. Goss, late of Laconia, deceased.
Resolved by the City Coiuicil of the City of Laconia, as foUozus:
Whereas, Ossian W. Goss, late of Laconia, deceased,
g'ave to the Cit3' of Laconia, in trust, the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00), as per section ninth of his
last will which reads as follows:
"Section ninth. I give and devise to the City of La-
conia the sum of five hundred dollars ($500.00), in trust,
for the following- purposes: To invest the same and keep
it invested until such time as the legal managers of the
Laconia Cottage Hospital shall erect in the City of Laconia
a hospital building at a cost of not less than $10,000, when
they are to receive said $500 and its accumulations, re-
lieved from restrictions." Therefore, be it
Resolved by the city council of the City of Laconia that
the city accept said trust, and hereby authorize the city
treasurer to receive the sum of $500, and receipt for the
same and invest and hold the same as provided in said
section ninth of said will.
Passed and approved Feb. 27, 1905.
A Resolution authorizing the city treasurer to hire
money in anticipation of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as folloivs:
That the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized to
hire on the credit of the city a sum of money not exceed-
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ing- fifty thousand dollars at a rate of interest not exceeding-
three and one half per cent, in such sums and at such
times as may be required for the paj^ment of outstanding:
claims as they may be incurred, in anticipation of taxes.
Adopted and approved May 27, 1905.
A Resolution appropriating- the sum of two thousand
dollars, ($2000.00) for a new fire alarm in Ward six,
and a storag-e battery in the central fire station on
Water street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as folloivs:
That the ma^^or and committee on fire department be
and hereby are authorized and directed to cause a suitable
compressed air fire alarm whistle, tog-ether with the
necessary machinery and tanks for operating- the same, to
be erected at the power station of the Laconia Electric
Lighting- Co., in Ward six.
That the sum of two thousand dollars ($2000.00) is
hereby appropriated to be used for this work, and that
all money left unexpended from said appropriation after
said fire alarm whistle is completed, is to be used in pur-
chasing- and installing- a storage battery system in the
central fire station on Water street.
Passed and approved April 11, 1905.
A Resolution authorizing- the purchase of an adding-
raachine.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the committee on finance be and hereby are author-
ized to purchase a mechanical adding- machine at an ex-
pense not exceeding- the sum of one hundred and twenty-
five dollars ($125.00), the same to be paid from the appro-
priation for miscellaneous expenses.
Passed and approved April 24, 1905.
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A Resolution in amendment of a resolution, entitled,
"A resolution appropriating- the sum of two thousand
dollars for a new fire alarm in ward six and a stor-
age battery in the central fire station on Water street. '
'
Resolved by the City Conncil of the City of Laco7iia, as fol-
lozvs:
That the said resolution be amended by striking out the
words "necessary machinery and" in the fourth and fifth
lines of the first paragraph of the said resolution, and in-
serting after the words "ward six" in the last line of the
first paragraph, the following: and a storage battery sys-
tem to be installed in the central fire station on Water
street;" and that the said resolution be further amended
by striking out all of the last paragraph after the word
"work" in the second line thereof, and subsituting there-
fore, the following, "and that the mayor and committee
on fire department, be and hereby are, authorized to pur-
chase and install at once, without further delay, a storage
battery system in the central fire station on Water street,
at a cost not exceeding six hundred dollars ($600.00), in
accordance with the estimated cost and specifications pre-
viously submitted to this council, said six hundred dollars
($600.00) being the sum to be used out of the appropria-
tion of two thousand and three hundred and fifty dollars
for this work," so that the said resolution, when amended,
shall read as follows:
A Resolution in amendment of a resolution, entitled,
a resolution appropriating the sum of two thousand
dollars for a new fire alarm in ward six and a storage
battery in the central fire station on Water street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows:
That the mayor and committee on fire department be
and hereby are authorized and directed to cause a suitable
compressed air fire alarm whistle, together with the tanks
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for operating- the same, to be erected at the power station
of the Laconia Electric Lighting- Co., or some other suita-
ble location in ward six, and a storage battery system to
be installed in the central fire station on Water street.
That the sum of two thousand, three hundred and fifty
dollars ($2,350.00) is hereby appropriated to be used for
this work and that the mayor and committee on fire de-
partment be and hereby are authorized to purchase and
install at once, without further delay, a storage battery
system in the central fire station on Water street, at a cost
not exceeding six hundred dollars (^600.00) in accordance
with the estimated cost and specifications previously sub-
mitted to this council; said six hundred dollars ($600.00)
being the sum to be used out of the appropriation of two
thousand, three hundred and fifty dollars for this work.
Passed and approved May 29, 1905.
A Resolution raising money and making appropriations
for the year ending February 15, 1906.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follozcs:
That the sum of ninety-seven thousand ($97,000.00)
dollars be raised for the use of the city for the year end-
ing February 15, 1906, by tax on the polls and estates
liable to be taxed therein, which together with such un-
appropriated money as may now be in the treasury or
may hereafter come into it, shall be appropriated as fol-
lows, which appropriations shall be in full for all expendi-
tures in each department named:
State tax $ 8,725.25
County tax 13,363.00
Schools 23,500.00
Repairs and plumbing school buildings . . . 1,000.00
Highways and bridges 13,000.00
Concreting sidewalks 1,000.00
New culvert, Cottage street 300.00
RESOLUTIONS. 35
Re-locating street lines and grading' in burnt-





Fire department, new hose, repairs on apparatus 6,000.00





Support of poor 1,000.00
Memorial Day 230.00
Aid to dependent soldiers and their families . 100.00
Cottage Hospital 750.00
Miscellaneous expenses 2,200.00'
Rents Masonic Temple 1,000.00
Salaries 3,300.00
One-fifth amount schoolhouse notes 5,000.00'
Interest on schoolhouse notes 450.00'
Interest on bonds and notes 9,000.00'
Payment of funding bonds . . . 2,000.00'
Partial payment rent, Co. K., N. H. N. G. . 100.00
.13,769.25
In addition to the above, the following-
amounts shall be raised by an extra assessment
upon the polls and estates in Ward six, in this
city, liable to be taxed therein, and shall be
appropriated for the following purposes, viz:
Payment of Nos. 21 and 22, Ward six coupon
notes $ 1,000.00
Interest on Ward six coupon notes 166.25
.14,935.50
Passed and approved May 29, 1905.
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A Resolution authorizing the lease for a term of years
of a certain room in Masonic Temple for nse of the
Laconia police court and other purposes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laco?iia as fol-
lows:
That the mayor be and hereby is authorized, directed
and empowered to lease from the Masonic Temple associa-
tion for a term of years to expire on the date of the lease
of the present apartments in Masonic Temple used for city
purposes, the room on the second floor of said buildingf
having two doors, numbered 16 and 17, said room to be
used as a police court room, and for such other purposes
as the city council may from time to time determine; said
lease to be at a rental of one hundred and fiftj^ dollars
($150.00) per year for the term aforesaid and to include
steam heat in radiators in said room during the seasons of
the year when heat is required, without additional charge.
Passed and approved June 26, 1905.
A Resolution authorizing the expenditure of a sum of
money not exceeding one hundred dollars for the pur-
pose of furnishing a police court room.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia as fol-
loivs:
That a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars be and
the same is hereby appropriated for the purpose of pro-
curing suitable furniture for the police court rcJom, the
same to be expended under the direction of the mayor and
the standing committee of the city council on police and
licenses.
Passed and approved Jime 26, 1905.
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A Resolution appropriating- the sum of five hundred
($500.00) dollars, to be used for the purpose of defray-
ing- the expenses of the Old Home Week celebration.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the sum of five hundred ($500.00) dollars.be and
hereby is appropriated for the purpose of defraying the
expenses attending- the celebration of th6 fiftieth anniver-
sary of the incorporation of the town of Laconia and the
Old Home Week, the same to be used and expended under
the direction of the committee having- the matter in
charg-e
.
Passed and approved June 26, 1905.
A Resolution appropriating- money to permanently re-
pair the Perley canal.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia^ as follows:
That the sum of thirty-five hundred ($3,500.00) dollars
be and nereby is appropriated to permanently repair the
Perley canal, provided the Laconia Car Company Works
appropriate the sum of three thousand ($3,000.00) dollars
for the same purpose.
The money to be expended according- to the plans and
specifications of the city engineer.
The same to be agreeable to the Laconia Car Company
Works, the board of public works and the committee on
roads and bridges of the city council.
The city treasurer is authorized to hire money on the
credit of the city in such manner as the city council may
direct.
The city clerk is instructed to furnish a like copy of this
resolution to parties herein named.
Passed and approved July 31, 1905.
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A. Resolution authorizing the city treasurer to hire
money in anticipation of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized to
hire on the credit of the city a sum of money not exceed-
ing; twenty thousand ($20,000.00) dollars in such sums and
at such times as may be required for the payments of out-
standing claims as they may be incurred in anticipation of
taxes.
Passed and approved July 31, 1905.
A Resolution appropriating five thousand dollars($5,000.-
OO) for the permanent improvements on highways.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia as follows:
That the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) is
hereby appropriated for permanent improvements on our
highways as follows:
Three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) to be expended on
Water street for such iinprovements as the board of public
works may determine.
Two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) to be expended on
Elm street to complete the concreting on said street from
Park street to the new bridge, so called, and the treasurer
is authorized to hire on the credit of the city funds for this
purpose.
Passed and approved August 14, 1905.
A Resolution to appropriate one hundred dollars ($100.-
00) for a generator and motor to be used at the central
fire station in connection with the storage battery for
the fire alarm system.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, asfollows:
That the sum of one hundred dollars ($100.00) be and is
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hereb\- appropriated for the purchase and locating- of a
g-enerator and motor to be located at the central fire sta-
tion on Water street in connection with the storage bat-
tery for the new fire alarm system, and the mayor is here-
by authorized to draw his warrant in payment for the
same.
Passed and approved Sept. 1st, 1905.
A Resolution to appropriate an additional sum of money
not to exceed six hundred ($600.00) dollars for the
installing' of a fire alarm whistle in Ward six.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That a sum of money not to exceed six hundred dollars
($600) be and hereby is appropriated for the installing of a
fire alarm whistle in Ward six, and that the work thereon be
under the supervision of the committee on fire department.
Passed and approved Sept. 29. 1905.
A Resolution to appropriate a sum of money not ex-
ceeding eight^hundred ($800.00) dollars, to purchase
new hose for the fire department.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That a sum of money not exceeding eight hundred
($800.00) dollars be and hereby is appropriated to pur-
chase new hose for the fire department.
Passed and approved September 29, 1905.
A Resolution for the erection of a school building on
Mechanic street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the sum of ten thousand ($10,000.00) dollars, to-
gether with the four thousand ($4,000.00) dollars insur-
ance money received by the city, be and the same is
hereby appropriated for the purpose of erecting- a school
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building" on Mechanic street on the site of the one recently
burned.
That the erection of said building- shall be under the
direction of a committee of this council that may hereafter
be chosen, together with a like committee from the board
of education.
That the city treasurer is hereby authorized to hire
money on the credit of the city not exceeding ten thousand
($10,000.00) dollars, and that this debt shall be paid in
five payments, not less than one-fifth part to be paid in
each year.
Passed and approved October 10, 1905.
A Resolution appropriating money for the purchase of
watchman's time detector clocks for use in the police
department.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Lacpnia, as folloius:
That the sum of one hundred and fifty ($150.00) dol-
lars be and hereby is appropriated for the purchase of six
watchman's time detector clocks for use in the police de-
partment during the night time, and the mayor is hereby
authorized to draw his warrant for the necessarj' expenses
of the same, not to exceed the sum of one hundred and
fifty dollars.
Passed and approved Dec. 26, 1905.
A Resolution to exempt Bartlett & Co. from taxation for
a term of five years.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows.
•
That the city of Laconia hereby exempt from taxation
Bartlett & Co. upon all buildings, machinery and stock in
trade employed in their business of manufacturing golf
bats and tennis rackets and other wooden articles, which
they may build in Laconia, for the period of five years from
January first, 1906.
Passed and approved December 26th, 1905.
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A Resolution to purchase the bell and clock of the Laco-
nia Congregational society and to appropriate five
hundred dollars to pay for the same.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follozvs:
That the city purchase of the Laconia Congregational
society, the clock and bell now in the tower of the First
Christian church, in said Laconia, for the sum of five hun-
dred dollars, and the sum of five hundred dollars
is hereby appropriated for that purpose, and the
mayor is hereby authorized and instructed to make
said purchase immediately and is hereby authorized to
draw his warrant for five hundred dollars in payment for
said clock and bell.
Passed and approved Jan. 29, 1906.
A Resolution to rescind a resolution appropriating the
sum of thirty-five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for per-
manent repairs on the Perley canal, passed and ap-
proved July 31, 1905.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows.
That the resolution passed and approved July 31st, 1905,
appropriating the sum of thirty- five hundred dollars
($3,500.00) for the permanent repairs on the Perley canal,
be and is hereby rescinded.
Passed and approved Jan. 29, 1906.
A Resolution making an additional appropriation for the
city engineering.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as folloivs:
That the sum of three hundred, ninety-seven dollars
and seventy-seven cents be and hereby is appropriated for
city engineering in addition to the regular appropriation
to pay for special work done during the year.
Passed and proved January 29th, 1906.
CONTRACT,
Between the City of Laconia, New Hampshire,
and the Laconia Electric Lighting Company.
This agreement made and entered into this fourth day
of April, 1905, between the City of Laconia, a municipal
corporation duly established and existing" in the County of
Belknap and State of New Hampshire, acting' by its mayor,
Benjamin F. Drake, and its standing- committee of its city
council on lighting streets, consisting of John G. Quimby,
Loiiis J. Truland and Frank H. Lougee, said mayor and
said committee being duly authorized b}- vote of the city
council of said City of Laconia to make and execute a con-
tract for and in its behalf for the furnishing of electric
street lighting as hereinafter mentioned, of the first part,
and the Laconia Electric Lighting Company, a corpora-
tion duh' established under the laws of the state of New
Hampshire, and having its principal place of business in
said City of Laconia, of the second part,
WITNESSETH:
That the said party of the second part for the considera-
tion hereinafter mentioned, agrees for itself, its successors
and assigns, at its own expense to provide and maintain
during the entire period of this contract, hereinafter named,
in the public streets, squares, alleys, lanes, and other
public places in said City of Laconia, not less than seventy-
five (75), arc electric lights of the capacity hereinafter
mentioned; said arc electric lights to be increased in nmn-
ber at any time the city council of said City of Laconia
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shall so determine as hereinafter provided: said arc elec-
tric lights to be series inclosed alternating- arc lamps of
approximately four hundred and thirty (430) actual watt
capacity at lamp terminals, and to keep the same lighted
from one-half (>2 ) hour after sunset to thirty (30) min-
utes before sunrise upon every nigfht of the year for the
term of ten (lO) years from the fourth day of April, 1905,
in accordance with the requirements of the mayor and the
standing- committee on lig-hting- streets of the city council
of said City of Laconia.
Said arc electric lig-hts shall be lig-hted at an earlier hour
than hereinbefore stated, and without additional charg-e,
whenever and as often as an exceptional darkness of the
day, due to storm or otherwise, shall reasonably require it.
Said arc electric lights shall be hung- at such places in
and along- the public streets, squares, alleys, lanes, and
other public places in said City of Laconia as its said city
council shall order.
Said party of the second part further ag-rees that in case
the city council of said City of Laconia shall at any time
see fit to increase the number of arc electric lig'hts beyond
the number hereinbefore specified, that said part\' of the
second part will increase the number of said lights as re-
quired by said city council, and wnll make such extension
of its lines and system as ma\- be necessary- for said additional
lig-hts without any charge or expense to said party of the first
part provided that said party of the second part shall in no
case be compelled to extend its lines and wires for a greater
distance than one-eighth mile for one arc lamp. But this
provision relating to the extension of wires shall not relate
to the extending of electric wires from present terminals
to The Weirs, so-called, in said Laconia.
And said party of the second part further agrees that
for each increase or addition to the number of arc electric
lights, the price of each such light per annum shall be the
same as for each light of the original ntimber.
Said party of the second part further agrees that the
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current on all circuits at all times shall be not less than
six and six-tenths (6.6) amperes, and that the averag-e
voltagfe at each lamp shall not be more than seventy-five
(75) and the minimum voltage not less than seventy (70).
Said party of the second part further agrees that the
lamps for arc electric lights shall be series inclosed alter-
nating arc lamps of some standard, modern pattern of the
size known commercially as twelve hundred (1200) C. P.,
using: four hundred thirt}" (430) actual watts of electrical
energy at the terminals of each lamp; additional allowance
being made for resistance of the lines, and for any other
resistance which may be in series with the lamps, and if
during the term of this contract some new lamp is invent-
ed and perfected which will supply a larger quantity and
better illumination for the amount of energ-y used than
those then in use under this contract, such lamps may be
installed for those then in use, if the said parties of the first
and second part mutually ag^ree that such change is for
the benefit of both parties. If such change in lamps shall
involve a chang:e of price, such change of price must be
mutually agreed upon to be effective, and provided that in
case of chang^e of lamps the price to be paid by the party
of the first part to the party of the second part for actual
wattage shall not in any event exceed the price named in
this contract for a like quantity of current.
Said party of the second part further agrees that all car-
bons used shall be of the best quality, burning uniformly
and give a clear and steady light, and that the globes shall
be of clear glass unless otherwise ordered by the mayor
and standing- committee on lighting streets of the city
council of said City of Laconia.
Said party of the second part further agrees that the
lamps, globes, and reflectors shall be thoroughly cleaned
each time that new carbon is supplied, and shall be kept
in a state of highest efficiency to supply the maximum
amount of light from the specified amount of electrical
energy.
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Said party of the second part further agrees that if said
party of the first part shall at any time during the term of
this contract see fit to appoint in its behalf an electrical in-
spector and define his duties, that said party of the second
part will afford said inspector the fullest opportunity at all
times to make such examinations and electrical tests as he
shall deem reasonable and necessary in order to ascertain
if the terms and provisions of this contract are being per-
formed by said party of the second part, and shall give
said inspector all reasonable facilities for the ready per-
formance of his duties and furnish such assistance as he
may require in making electrical tests or measiirements
without cost to the party of the first part.
And said party of the second part further agrees to
afford to the mayor of said city and its standing committee
on street lighting and any duly authorized agent of said
city, the fullest opportunity at all times to make such ex-
aminations of the electrical and power plant of said party
of the second part, and other works and constructions of
the party of the second part relating to this contract as
shall be reasonable and necessary.
Said party of the second part further agrees that within
the compact part of Laconia proper and also the compact
part of Lakeport all poles set for the purpose of stringing
wires or maintaining lamps in position shall be of good
quality Georgia pine, old growth white pine, white oak or
chestnut; that all poles will be sawed square or octagonal,
will be straight, have their tops apexed, and be not less
than eight (8) inches square at the base for square poles,
and not less than nine (9) inches between parallel sides of
octagonal poles. Outside the compact part of Laconia
proper and the compact part of Lakeport, straight round
poles of the same kind of wood and of sufficient size will
will be set. All poles will be located subject to the
approval of the board of public works of said City of La-
conia, and will be kept painted, and said party of the first
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part may use the topmost cross arms of each pole for fire
alarm or other municipal wires free of cost.
Said party of the second part further agrees for the
consideration hereinafter mentioned, that it will at its own
expense, furnish and supply the power and current for
and maintain in the public streets, squares, alleys, lanes,
and other public places in said City of Laconia, at such
points as the mayor and standing committee on lighting-
streets, of the city council of said City of Laconia, shall
designate, not less than thirty (30) incandescent, twent}'-
five (25) candle power electric lamps, and care for the
same during the term of this contract, and will at all
times furnish said incandescent lamps with sufficient
current and keep them supplied with new lamps so that
they shall at all times be in proper condition for furnish-
ing their full capacity of candle power.
And said party of the second part further agrees to light
and keep lighted said incandescent electric lamps for the
same hours, and extra hours if extra hours are necessary
by reason of exceptional darkness of the day due to storm
or otherwise, as hereinbefore provided for the arc electric
lights.
And said party of the second part further agrees that
it will furnish incandescent electric lighting by not less
than sixteen (16) candle power incandescent lamps for all
the city offices of said City of Laconia in Masonic Temple,
in said City of Laconia, or in such other place or places in
said city as said offices may be located during the term of
this contract; in the fire department houses in Laconia, in
said city, twelve (12) of siich lamps, in the town clock in
the Freewill Baptist church at Lakeport; in the City
stable in Laconia, in the city police stations in Laconia,
without making any charge for power, current and lights,
to said party of the first part during the term of this
contract, and will also furnish during the term of this
contract sufficient electric current for operation of a gen-
erator to charge the storage batteries operating the fire
alarm system, free of charge.
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Said party of the second part further agrees that it will
comply with all existing- or further reasonable rules,
regulations or ordinances, of the city council of said City
or^Laconia diiring the term of this contract, relating to
methods of wiring, the use of streets, squares, alleys,
lanes and other public places in said city, the placing of
poles and the trimming of trees or cutting of the same.
And it is particularly understood and agreed on the
part of the party of the second part that the sum herein-
after specified to be paid to it by the party of the first
part, for lighting b\- electricity under this contract, is to
cover and include all charges and expenses of every name
and nature whatsoever incident to the performance of this
contract between the parties hereto and the maintenance
of a first-class lighting system for said City of Laconia, to
the satisfaction of the city council of said City of Laconia.
It is further understood and agreed on the part of said
party of the second part with said party of the first part
,
that any and all damage or injury to any electric lamp or
construction belonging to said party of the second part in
said City of Laconia, arising from fire or other unavoida-
ble casualty during the term of this contract shall be re-
paired or renewed by said party of the second part with
reasonable diligence, and this contract shall not thereby
be vitiated; that an^^ and all loss, cost or damage to any
person or property which luay arise or be caused by any
pole, wire, lamp, or other apparatus or construction in
charge or possession of or belonging to said party of the
second part, or any accident, casualty or loss, cost, dam-
age or expense happening or accruing to any person or
property* occasioned by the negligence or want of care
on the part of the party of the second part, its officers,
agents, servants, and employes, shall be borne by the
party of the second part.
And said party of the second part agrees that it will
furnish to said party of the first part a bond with sufficient
and satisfactory sureties in the penal sum of ten thousand
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($10,000.00) dollars, conditioned to hold and save harm-
less the said party of the first part from all loss, cost,
damage and expense that may accrue to it by reason of
injury, loss, cost, damage or expense to any person or
property occasioned by any pole, wire, lamp or other
apparatus or construction of the party of the second part,
or occasioned by any negiig'ence or want of care on the
part of said party of the second part, its officers, agents,
servants or employes.
Said party of the first part agrees to pay said party of
the second part for each and every one of the arc electric
lights that it shall furnish under this contract to said
party of the first part, the sum of seventy-two dollars and
fifty cents ($72.50) per annum, and for each incandescent
electric light it shall furnish to said party of the first part
(except those to be furnished free of charge as hereinbe-
fore set forth), the sum of seventeen ($17.00) dollars per
annum, the same to be paid in monthly ])ayments; but in
case that a less current is foimd on any circuit, after said
circuit has been started an hour, then a proportionate
deduction will be made by said party of the first part from
the amount to be paid for the lights upon said circuit for
the period of such deficiency. In case any lamp shall be
found to work irregularly after the circuit has been started
an hour, and to give an interrupted light, then such light
shall be considered out and deduction will be made by the
party of the second part for the time of such interruption,
and for all lamps out for more than an hour at a time,
from any cause, a proportionate deduction in the price to
be paid by the party of the first part for said light at the
end of the month will be made.
The said party of the first part agrees that the said
party of the second part may maintain its present lines
through and over the public streets, alleys, and lanes of
said City of Laconia, and erect such new lines as may be
necessary, proper cause for such new lines being- shown.
It is mutually understood and agreed between the par-
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ties hereto, that all property owned by said party of the
second part and used by it under this contract, shall, at
the termination of this contract remain the property of the
said party of the second part, its successors and assig^ns.
In witness whereof, the City of Laconia, the party of
the first part, by its mayor. Benjamin F. Drake, and its
committee on lig"hting' streets, John G. Quimby, Louis J.
Truland, and Frank H. Lougee, duh' authorized, and the
Laconia Electric Lighting" Company, by its president,
W. L. Mauran; and its board of directors, W. L. Mauran,
Herbert B. Rust, Chas. W. Tyler, J. F. Merrill, J. Gil-
bert, Walter S. Hackney, William A. Plummer, have
hereunto set their hands and seals the day and year first
herein written.
CITY OF LACONIA,
By Benjamin F. Dr.\ke,
Mayor.
Seal of John G. Quimby,
City of Laconia LOUIS J. TrULAND,
Frank H. Lougee.
Committee on Lighting Streets, didy authorized
.
LACONIA ELECTRIC LKtHTING CO.
Seal of By W. L Mauran,
Laconia Electric Lighting Co. President












With First Christian Church Regarding City
Clock and Bell.
This agfreement made this fifteenth day of February,
A. D., 1906, between the City of Laconia. a municipal
corporation dul}- established and existing- in the County
of Belknap and State of New Hampshire, hereinafter
called the party of the first part, and the First Christian
Church of Laconia, a corporation duly established and
organized under the laws of the State of New Hampshire,
and located and having its office in the City of Laconia,
in the County of Belknap and State of New Hampshire,
hereinafter called the party of the second part, witnesseth:
That in consideration of the mutual promises herein
contained, the said parties of the first and second part
agree as follows.
That whereas the said party of the first part is the
owner of a tower clock with all its fixtures and appliances,
which said tower clock is known as the town or city clock,
and with its said fixtures and appliances is now and
for many years has been located and set up in the
tower of the church in said Laconia, now owned by said
party of the second part, said church being- now known as
the First Christian church, and being- the same building
purchased by said party of the second part from the La-
conia Congregational society and removed from its former
location on the corner of Main and Church streets to its
present location on Depot square, so called, nearly oppo-
site the railway passenger station, in said Laconia, and
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being- the same church formerly known as and now often
called the "North" church.
And whereas, the said part}' of the first part is the
owner of the church bell located and set up in the tower
of said church, upon which bell the clock before men-
tioned strikes the hours:
Now, therefore, said party of the second part for itself,
its sticcessors and assig:ns, agrees with said party of the
first part that said party of the first part may keep and
maintain said clock with all its fixtures and appliances,
and said bell with all its fixtures and appliances, in said
church tower, as long- as said party of the first part shall
desire to do so, free of any charge to said party of the first
part, it being distinctly understood on the part of the said
party of the second part that said party of the first part is
to pay no fee, rent or charge of any kind whatsoever by
reason of keeping and maintaining said clock and bell
with their fixtures and appliances in said church tower, it
being- understood that any repairs necessary, in the judg-
ment of said party of the first part, to be made to said
clock or bell or said clock and bell, or to the structure
immediately connected with said clock or bell which in
the judgment of the party of the first part requires repairs
by reason of said clock and bell being in said tower shall
be by the party of the first part or under its direction or-
supervision if it shall so desire, and the expense thereof
borne by said party of the first part.
And said party of the second part agrees that said party
of the first part by its officers, agents, servants, and
employees, may enter said church structure and the tower
thereof at any time which in the judgment of the party
of the first part shall be necessary for the purpose of wind-
ing said clock, and keeping, repairing and maintaining
said clock and bell in such condition and repair as to the
party of the first part shall be deemed necessary.
And said party of the first part agrees with said party
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of the second part that said party of the second part, its
successors and assigns, may use the bell aforesaid for all
necessary and proper ring^ing' for church and social pur-
poses free of charge so long- as said party of the first part
shall keep and maintain said bell in said church structure.
Any repairs of said bell or its fixtures or appliances or of
the structure occasioned or necessary to be made for the
purpose of ringing it by the party of the second part or
its successors or assigns shall be made and the expense
thereof borne by the party of the second part, its succes-
sors or assigns.
Any repairs to said bell, occasioned by the use as afore-
said, by the partj^ of the second part as aforesaid, shall be
under the supervision of the ]3arty of the first part if said
party of the first part shall desire.
It is understood and agreed between the said parties of
the first and second part that said party of the first part
shall be under no obligation whatsoever to keep and main-
tain said clock and bell, either or both in said church
structure, but may remove either or both at any time it
may see fit, and said party of the first part shall be under
no liability for the payment of any damages, charges or
expenses of any kind to said church structure by reason
of keeping and maintaining said clock and bell therein,
tmless the damage or expense is occasioned by the party
of the first part, but it is distinctly understood that the
ordinary wear and tear of the structure, or any damage or
expense occasioned by jar to the building by the running
or winding of the clock, or the striking on the bell of the
hours or the ringing of the bell shall not be considered
repairs or damage occasioned by the party of the first part
the expense of which is to be borne by it.
It is also understood and agreed by the parties that the
party of the first part shall be under no obligation to keep
said clock and bell, either or both or any of their fixtures
or appliances insured unless it shall see fit, neither shall
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said party of the second part be under any oblig-ation to
keep either said clock or bell or their fixtures or appli-
ances insured.
In case of the destruction of said church structure by
fire or other unavoidable casualty said party of the first
part shall be under no oblig-ation of any kind whatsoever
to the party of the second part by reason thereof, neither
shall the party of the second part be under any obligation
of any kind whatsoever to the party of the first part by
reason thereof.
In witness whereof the parties hereto have hereunto
set their hands and seals the day and year first herein
written
.
THE CITY OF LACONIA.
By B. F. Drake, Mayor.
( Duly authorized .
)
THE FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
OF LACONIA,
Bv Alva H. Morrill, President.
IL.S.]
Ernest W. Sharpe, Clerk.
[L.S.]
(Duly authorized.)







REPORT OF BOARD OF EDUCATION.
To the Citizens of Laeonia:
In view of the fact that this report contains reports of
the superintendent of schools, principal of the High school,
special teachers, and a statistical summary, we do not
deem any extended report from your board necessary, but
we earnestly recommend that you read all of these re-
ports carefully, that you may know to some extent, what
is being done in our schools, that should be the pride of
every citizen.
The past school year, we believe, has been successful,
and profitable to our pupils, and satisfactory to teachers
and parents.
It has certainly been a very harmonious, pleasant year,
so far as your board is concerned, for we do not recall a
single complaint that has been made to us during the
year, either by pupil, parent or teacher; this we regard as
remarkable, considering the number of pupils we have in
our public schools, and it speaks highly of our superin-
tendent and teachers, for it is usually true that there is
no difficulty or dissatisfaction of any consequence but
what finds its way to the board of education.
No school has been closed during the year by an epi-
demic of contagious sickness, although more or less of the
pupils have been absent on account of such sickness, and
there has been from fear of contagion, uneasiness at times
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that has worried parents and distracted pupils, and we
desire here to emphasize the duty of every family having-
pupils in the public schools, to cooperate with the board
of health, superintendent and teachers in preventing- con-
tagious diseases in our schools. If your child is not well
and you are not sure what the matter is, call your physi-
cian and find out, before you send that child to school and
perhaps expose hundreds of pupils to contagion. And if
some member of your family has a contagious disease, on
no account let a pupil attend school from j-our family,
after being exposed to the contag-ion, until all danger is
surely past.
We have had some cases in the city that either indicate
almost criminal carelessness or else utter disregard of the
rights and welfare of others. There should be a moral
awakening on this subject among our people; it is impos-
sible for the health officers and school authorities to cope
successfully with this evil unless they have the cooperation
of the parents, for it is impossible to know what is taking
place in all of our families from which pupils attend
school, therefore, we make an earnest appeal to all to
assist in doing everything possible to prevent contagious
diseases in our schools.
We do not call attention to this matter to intensify the
anxiety of parents, but to the end that greater precaution
may be taken, and that public confidence maj^ be so great
along- this line, that parents at all times may feel perfectly
safe in sending their children to the public schools, when-
ever they are in session, which would eradicate the worst
evil we have to contend with, namely, that when any
scholars are absent from school on account of contagious
disease the parents are likely to become panic-stricken
and keep their children out of school, so that the school
becomes absolutely demoralized.
The burning of the Mechanic street school building in
the fall, just as the new school year was beginning so
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propitiously, was a great misfortune, but no interruption
in the school work was permitted on account of it. The
fire occurred Friday afternoon, and through the energy of
the superintendent and teachers the schools were in ses-
sion as usual on the next Monday morning.
By prompt action on the part of the city council and
your board, a new four-room brick school building with
up-to-date heating, ventilation and plumbing, stands
where the old one was burned, and will in a short time be
ready for occupancy. We shall then have in our city six
brick school buildings, three of them new, with modern
heating, plumbing and ventilation, and all in first-class
condition with the exception of Bowman street building-
where some repairs may have to be made before very
long. The Gilford avenue building is now the only
wooden school building in the compact part of the city,
and that is modern and in good condition.
When some of the present members of the board were
first elected, the city only had three brick buildings and
two of them were badly out of repair, and did not have
plumbing nor proper heating facilities, and Lakeport had
only one school building worthy of the name, and that
was the wooden one that was burned. So, we think that
Laconia has a right to feel proud of the progress it has
made in this respect. And we do not believe that any
worthy citizen begrudges the money that it has cost to
build and equip these new school buildings.
For several years we have been calling attention to the
need of new plumbing in the High school building, but
during the past year the city council made a special
appropriation for this purpose, and there is now in that
building a first-class system of plumbing, making the
building sanitary, and relieving us of the anxiety that we
have had in relation to this matter for years.
We believe that our schools are a credit to our city, and
that they are doing good work, but we ask your hearty
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cooperation in upbuilding- and improving- them. We
should be satisfied with only the best, for they constitute
the greatest element there is in the development and












To the Board of Education:
I herewith present my ninth annual report.
It covers as usual parts of two school years, having: in
its make up the statistical summary of the school year,
closing- in June, 1905, tog-ether with the fall term of fifteen
weeks of the present school year.
The administration on your part has been conservative
and consistent, due larg-ely to the permanence of your
numbers and the skill and knowledge of school matters
which come from 3'our familiarity with the work. A
superintendent is fortunate who knows the wishes of his
board from acquaintance of a personal nature of years
standing-, and it is at this time that I wish to express the
feeling- that it is in a large measure due to you that the
past year has been so satisfactory and successful. There
have been but few changfes among- the teachers during- the
time, practically no one failing- of reelection and only three
cases of resig-nation and one changfe on account of sickness.
The following- teachers resigned: Mary R. Moulton,
Lulu J. Hart, Clara A. Southwick.
Absent on account of sickness: Lillian M. Eveleth.
Miss Alice P. Sarg:ent gfave way to Miss Weymouth,
whose year of absence had expired. Only one transfer
has been made, in the case of Miss Cora L Sargent, who
took the position vacated by Miss Hart.
The new teachers are Miss Shattuck for the Washington
street primary, and Miss Bailey and Mr. Barrett, both for
the High school, the former in place of Miss Moulton and
the latter added to the force on account of increased num-
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bers in the school demanding it. Miss Doyle was secured
during- the fall term to take Miss Eveleth's place, who
found her health so shattered that she was unable to
continue the work. Miss Lang was sick for some weeks
during the winter of 1905 and is at present incapacitated.
Miss Busiel was called in to substitute during her first
sickness and Mrs. Filmore now has charge of her school.
As I have before hinted, the imusual increase in the size
of the High school necessitated another teacher and re-
quired the school room used for the seventh grade in the
High school building, therefore, that grade was moved to
the vacant room in the Batchelder street building, and the
room thus vacated was fitted up with new desks for High
school use.
The principal event of the year was the burning of the
Mechanic street school house during the first week
of the fall term, Sept. 15, 1905. As this happened
on a Friday, it was possible to start the schools on the
following Monday again, largely through the proffered
use of the Free Baptist church of Lakeport, a kindness
which the people of this city, as well as your board and
myself, cannot fail to appreciate. The church vestries
were used for about a month till suitable rooms could be
found and fitted up in the Piper and Gushing blocks, where
the schools are now in session. A committee from your
board with a similar one from the city council immediately
devised means for rebiiilding, using the same plans with
slight modifications that had proven so satisfactory at
Batchelder and Washington streets. The contract for the
building was awarded to Guay & Wallace, whose well-
known energy has again been shown by bringing the new
building to such a degree of completion at this date that it
can doubtless be occupied at the beginning of the spring
term.
The summer vacation was marked by extensive improve-
ments at the High school building, by the installation of a
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modern system of sanitation by W. D. Huse & Sons.
This has been a long- felt want and the betterment was
made possible by an especial appropriation of the city
council of $1000 for the purpose. The walls and ceiling's
were tinted and the wood work received a coat of varnish,
much to the improvement of the whole interior of the
building.
Our course of study for the grades has been reprinted
after a complete revision, which has been gradually
assuming shape for some time. This modest attempt of
your superintendent, while not elaborate, seems to suit
our needs, and only requires faithful adoption and close
following on the part of the teachers to lead to a greater
uniformity of the work of the grades. It is our purpose,
with this guide in the hands of every teacher, to systema-
tize more thoroughly the work of all the grades and to
eliminate that "go as you please" method which teachers
of long experience are prone to adopt or rather grow into
from lack of sufficient guide or careful direction. Language
has been particularly elaborated in the course to make
something as tangible as possible for the convenience of
the teachers in a subject that is so far reaching and general
in its scope. All the subjects taught in a grade, including-
music and drawing, have been brought together under
their own grade heading- instead of being scattered through
the course under different subjects.
The number of pupils in our schools remains fully as
large as last year, though the seventh and eighth grades
are noticeably smaller. The large increase of numbers in
the High school has rather more than made good losses
elsewhere, and fully measured up to our expectations as
voiced in last year's report. Nearly eighty pupils gradu-
ated from the grammar schools last June and fully seventy
of them are at present registered in the freshman class of
the High school. This is a showing- that speaks in no
uncertain tones of the unity and popularity of our school
system.
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I would call your attention to the usual statistical tables
and the special reports of the principal of the High school
and others. " I wish also to commend the labors of all our





Statistics for the vSchool Year Ending June, 1905.
Length of school in weeks 36
Number of different pupils in Hig'h school ... 153
Number of different pupils in ungraded schools 78
Number of different pupils in gfraded schools . . 1,198
Number of pupils under six years of ag'e .... 74
over sixteen years of age . . . 107
between six and sixteen years
of age 1,248
Instances of tardiness 381
Number of visits by parents, citizens and others 2,103
superintendent 479
members board of education 19

















At Present Employed, Together with Their Grades; the
Dates When Their Services Began, and Their Salaries.
E. W. Butterfield, A. B . . .
Albert Angus Griffin, A. B
Jessie F. Grieves
Frances R. Foster, A. B . .
John V. Barrett, A. B . . .
AltaM. Bailey, A. B . . . .
Blanche N. Abbott
Evangeline Harriman . . .
Katherine McLaughlin . . .
Cora L Sargent








Mittie Louise Emery . . .
Jennie P. Tucker





























V and VI . .
V and VI . .
VI
'










I and II . .
I and II . .




Ungraded . . . .
Ungraded . . . .
.Ungraded. . ,
jSupt. Drawing
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JANITORS.
Names.
REPORT OF PRINCIPAL OF HIGH SCHOOL
Mr . /. H. B/aisdc//, Superintendoit of Schools:
vSir:— I submit the following", my fourth annual report,
as principal of the Laconia Hig'h school.
The new course of study adopted by the board of
education has been in use for a year and a half and is
giving' good satisfaction. By this course, as you know,
graduation is made to depend not on the satisfactory
completion of four years of study, but on the satisfactory
completion of a certain amount of work; an amount that
will usually be done in four years, but may be done in
five or six or even in three.
As this report will be read by the citizens who support
our school I wish to take the opporttmity to describe the
course in detail. We may divide our High school sttadies
broadly into four classes, mathematics, science, history
and language; and certain studies under each of these
divisions are required of all students. Beyond this the
course is elective, that is the studies for the year must be
selected with the advice and consent of the principal and
must then be submitted to the parents for their approval.
By this means the course is rendered elastic and can be
fitted to the capacities and needs of the individual pupil.
The satisfactory completion of any study gives the stii-
dent a point credit equal to the number of recitations in
that study per week. Sixty-four credit points are required
for graduation and about sixteen constitute an ordinary
year's work, but the health, the mental ability, the ma-
turity and the ambitions of the pupil determine the amount
of work for the year. For the present year the maximum
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and minimum study credits attempted are twenty-six
points and seven points respectively. From this it will be
seen that the ordinary belief that all High school students
take the same studies and in the same amounts is devoid
of truth, as it has been our continual attempt to fit the
studies to the students and their needs.
Especially I wish to call this to the attention of parents
whose children are of delicate health, learn slowly or wish
to pursue outside studies as music. For such, graduation
at the end of four years implies a severe strain, particu-
larly if college preparation is desired.
As is well known our school is on the approved list of
the New England College Entrance Certificate Board, but
this does not mean that all graduates are ready for college
admission. It means that the principal is permitted to
gfrant certificates admitting to college without examina-
tions, such pupils as have taken the required studies and
in his opinion are fitted to do college work. These certifi-
cates may be total or partial. If partial they cover cer-
tain studies and the college examines the applicant in the
others. These certificates are desirable but must be
deserved before they are given. In any case to give a
pupil a thorough preparation for colleg^e is a serious task
and parents should mature their plans for their children
at the beg-inning of the High school course.
We are receiving a constantly increasing" number of re-
quests from the business men of the city for boys and girls
whom we can recommend. This demand is always greater
than the supply and as an expression of confidence in the
High school as the people's college is very g-ratifying.
Our growth in numbers for several years has been a
pleasant subject for consideration. The increase in the
last four years has been 61%; the gain in boys is 84% and
g-irls 48%. This has not been because of large entering
classes; for the number in the entering class averaged 70
in the years 1895-1899; while in the years since the aver-
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age has been 55. The great majority of our pupils enter
now with the expectation of graduating and I think I am
correct in the assertion that the loss between the ninth
grade and the High school and between classes in the
High school is no greater than between some of the lower
grades.
The school growth forced the fitting of another seating-
room and the employment of another teacher. That both
were necessary is shown by the fact that our enrollment
for the fall term was 186 and our total number of seats is
191, and that while the average number of pupils per
teacher in the New Hampshire High schools is 24, with
us it is 31.
The class preparing for graduation next June numbers
35 and will be much the largest class to be graduated from
our school. It should not, however, be an excessive num-
ber for us in the fiiture.
During the summer several much needed changes and
repairs were made in the school building and the school
by winning a prize in a voting contest conducted by a Bos-
ton paper obtained for the school about $100 worth of
statuary. The summer also brought the resignation of
Miss Moulton, who during her ten years' connection with
the school had won the love of hundreds of pupils and the
esteem of all who knew her faithful, efficient work.
Respectfully submitted,
E. W. BUTTERFIELD,
Principal of the High School.
Laconia, N. H., January 27, 1906.
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APPENDIX TO THE REPORT OF THE PRIN-
CIPAL OF THE HIGH SCHOOL.
Teachers.
E. W. BuTTERFiELD, A. B., Principal.
Latin, History, Geometry.
Albert Angus Griffin, A. B.
Science, Latin.
John V. Barrett, A. B.
Science, Commercial Branches, Athletics.
Jessie F. Grieves.
French, German, History.
Frances R. Foster, A. B.
Mathematics, Greek, Latin.














































































































































































































































Total . . : 75
Total.
u
REPORT OF MUSIC TEACHER.
Mr. J. H. Blaisde//, Superintendent of Schools:
In submitting" my report for the year just ending-, I
have only to say that my work has been a continuation of
the course already laid out. It has been followed as
closelj' as possible. Almost without exception the grades
are farther advanced than at the same time one year ago,
which is encouraging-.
We are well supplied with books and most of them are
in good condition. Owing to the increased attendance in
the High school this year the music used before would not
go round and a new chorus book, called "The Laurel Song-
Book," was purchased and it seems to be all that was
claimed for it. None of my appointments have been
cancelled unless I could see a chance to make up the
time. The interest is greater and the general work more
uniform than at any time since m^^ connection with the
schools. The teachers are a hard-working, pains-taking
body -vvho do all in their power to advance the work in
music. The best way, however, to gain a knowledge of
what is being done is to visit and see for yourself.
My program follows, and you are cordially invited to
visit at any time. My thanks are hereby extended to all
connnected with the schools for their courteous treatment










(irade I, 9.05 to 9.25,
II, 9.25 to 9.45.
9.45 to 10.05III,
IV, 10.05 to 10.25.
Batchelder Street
Grade I, II, 10.45 to 11.05
V, 11.05 to 11.30.




Grade I, II, 9.05 to 9.25.
III, 9.25 to 9.45.
IV, 9.45 to 10.05.
VII, 10.05 to 10.25.
IX, 10.25 to 10.45.
V, 10.45 to 11.05.
VI, 11.05 to 11.25.
Piper Block.




Grade I, 9.05 to 9.25.
II, 9.25 to 9.45.
III, 9.45 to 10.05.
IV, 10.05 to 10.25.
Harvard Street.
(irade VI, 10.45 to 11.05.
" VII, 11.05 to 11.30.
' VIII, 11.30 to 11.55.
p. M.
Harvard Street.
Grade I, II, 1.30 to 1.50.
III, 1.50 to 2.10.
IV, 2.10 to 2.30.
V, 2.30 to 2.50.
High School Building'.




Grade I, II, 1.30 to 1.50.
Piper Block.
Grade III, 2.00 to 2.20.
IV, 2.20 to 2.40.
" VIII, 2.40 to 3.10.
High School Building-
Grade VIII, 3.35 to 3.55.
p. M.
Batchelder Street.
Grade A^II, 1.30 to 1.50.
Gilford Avenue.
Grade V. 2.15 to 2.35.
" VI, 2.35 to 3.00.
High School Building.
Grade IX, 3.25 to 3.55.
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Thursday.
A. M. p. M.
At Tilton. One week at Crockett, Weirs
' and White Oaks schools.
The following- week out of
town schools at Tilton.
Friday.
At Meredith.
REPORT OF DRAWING TEACHER.
Mr. J. H. Blaisdcll, Superintendent of Schools:
A few minor changes have been made in our course of
drawing this year. These do not vary the work much
from last year, but the few changes each year work a
great change in four or five years.
One year ago last September, drawing-, in the High
school, was made an elective study. As a result each
pupil taking drawing can work two periods a week.
This year, nearly one-half of the whole number of
pupils in the school are in the drawing' classes. We had
some difficulty in accommodating forty freshmen at one
time. A few of the pupils on account of their positions
are working imder great disadvantages. It is the best
that can be done with the present furniture of the room..
Each pupil should have a drawing table, then he could sit
facing the group he is drawing.
Our seniors have made drawings that were never-
equalled in our schools.
Some of the pupils having the greatest ability in draw-
ing leave, even before reaching the High school, to work.
If they could have their High school education, and then
make drawing a specialty, it would be an advantag'e to
them financially and in manj' cases, if not all, their life
work would be more enjoyable to them and profitable to.
the community.
"The public schools do not exist to make specialists in
any branch of labor. But they should exist to reveal to
the child the powers of his being, opening the doors of
earth's treasure house, showing him the ways, that at
least he may choose which path he will."
I wish to thank the teachers for their most earnest
cooperaticm, and the superintendent for counsel and aid.
Respectfully submitted,
Lucy N. Nelson.
REPORT OF TRUANT OFFICER.
To J. H. Blaisdell, Superintendent of Schools:
Following' is the report of the truant officer from Jan.
18, 1905, to Jan. 31, 1906.
Resident school children in the city between five
and sixteen years 1,446
JSTet g'ain of 26 over last year.
Boys. Girls. Total.
Ward 1 67 50 117
Ward 2 145 165 310
Ward 3 67 60 127
Ward 4 141 150 291
Ward 5 120 149 269
Ward 6 148 184 332
688 758 1,446
Number of visits to schools 1,075
Number of absence investigated 397





REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Laconia:
The undersig'ned, trustees of the Laconia Public Library,
herewith transmit to you the reports of the librarian and
treasurer of the public library for the year ending- Decem-
ber 31, 1905, on the part of the librarian, and for the year
ending- February 15, 1906, on the part of the treasurer,
and respectfully submit them as covering- very fully all
matters pertaining- to the library and its expenses.
We respectfully recommend that the sum of $2,500.00









To the Trustees of the Laconia Public Library:
The following- is my report of all receipts and expendi-
tures for the year ending' February 15, 1906.
NAPOLEON B. GALE LEGACY.
(To be expended in books.)
1905.
Feb. 15. cash on hand $ 500.00
Expended^
1906.





" 10, DeWolfe &Fiske Co., " . . 69.26
" 12, The Baker & Taylor Co.,
books 216.34
$ 500.00
HELEN A. AVERY FUND ($1,000).
Receipts.
1905.
Feb. 15, cash on hand $ 150.55
Dividends on 111. Cent. R.R. stock 7.00





Feb. 6, The Baker & Taylor Co., books ... $ 189.66
15, cash on hand 2.89
$192.55
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JULIA A. LADD FUND ($500.).
Receipts.
1905.
Feb. 15, cash on hand $ 3.10




Jan. 31, The Baker & Taylor Co., books ... $ 9.40
Feb. 10, Cedric Chivers, books 7.35











express charges refunded 1.30
City of Laconia, appropriation . . . 2,500.00




Transporting books to and from Weirs .... 52.00
Lakeport' . . 52.00











Shelving- for stack room 78.00
Library Art Club, membership 10.00
Periodicals 171.00
Books 703.15





REPORT OP THE LIBRARIAN.
To the Honorable Board of Trustees of the Publie Library
.
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit to you my
third annual report as librarian of the Laconia Public
Library for the year ending- December, 31, 1905.
Three hundred and sixty new books were added by
purchase and 141 volumes by gift. Three books came as
a premium with Collier's weekly and thirty-nine volumes
of periodicals were bound. Through the courtesy of their
son and daughters, 196 books, 2 pamphlets and 262 num-
bers of the Granite Monthly were received from the estates
of the late Judge Hibbard and his widow. The books
could not be accessioned at the time and therefore they
are not included in the number of books added by gift.
They include a sheep-bound set of the congress of which
Judge Hibbard was a member, and other publications of
of the government. They will be accessioned together
when the other books in their class are catalogued.
The Granite Monthlies were especially valuable as they
enabled us to complete our set. This is the more useful
because we have a good index to the first thirty-four
volumes. We also have a complete set of the Century
magazine.
The use made of these two sets indicates that much val-
uable reference material would be made available if the
more important periodicals could be bound as the volumes
are completed. Other libraries pay largfe amounts for par-
tial or complete sets of periodicals for their reference de-
partments. To such an extent is this done that a consid-
erable number of firms and individuals make it their
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principal business to collect periodicals and make them up
into sets to sell to libraries. We have many volumes of
magazines that would be very useful if they could be
bound. The single numbers are used, but it takes longer
to find what is wanted, there is more risk of loss or
injury than if they were bound and the title-page and
index are liable to be lost so they cannot be bound later.
Thirty-three volumes of the early patent office reports
were received from Mr. Leonard L. Davis. These have
not been accessioned or included in the statistical sum-
mary because they could not be collated for duplicates at
the time they were received. They will help us to com-
plete our set and will be included in the total when the
entire library has been accessioned. Fifty-seven books
were received from the estate of Mrs. J. W. Busiel
through the courtesy of the president of the board. As
these books belonged to classes in circulation, they were
accessioned and are included in the additions by gift.
Mrs. Gertrude vS. Blakely gave the library 31 books and
493 periodicals. The books were accessioned and many
of them will be useful in Bible study. It is hoped that
the periodicals may be made into volumes and bound at
some future time. Mrs. Frank P. Holt gave us a dozen
volumes of a more popular character. Some of them
were duplicates of books that are already badly worn.
Nineteen books that had been worn out were discarded
during the year. The number of books in the library on
the first of January is given in the summary as 11,513.
This does not include the books received from the Hibbard
estates or from Mr. Davis, and is based on a very careful
count made about two years ago. When all the books
have been accessioned a more accurate statement can be
made.
Three hundred and twenty-two pamphlets were given
and eight were bought during the year. The number in
the library on the first day of January was 2,724. These
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have been classified by Miss Busiel during- the past ,vear.
There are a larg-e number of 'pamphlets on farming and
fruit growing-. The number of pamphlets does not include
periodicals received by gift or subscription. The number
of these is so large and is increasing so rapidly, it does
not seem advisable to keep an account of them.
Of the 360 new books bought 151, or nearly one-half,
were not received until the last of October and few of these
were in circulation before November. Considering that
fact, it is encouraging to find that the circulation shows a
g-ain of nearly 10 '1c from 29,429 in 1904 to 32,197 in 1905.
Every book loaned during- the year was returned. It is a
remarkable fact that, out of 73,586 books loaned since the
new building- was occupied, every book but one has been
returned or paid for by the borrower. This is the
more gratifying because no one claiming a temporarj' or
permanent residence in the city has been required to
furnish a guaranty or make a deposit. In almost every
instance, a card has been issued and a book loaned imme-
diately. Moreover, the youngest child who can write can
come to the library alone, register and obtain a book to
take home. Two hundred and fifty-two children under
twelve years of age, have registered and drawn books.
No one of these has been known to abuse the confidence
thus reposed.
An averag-e of 105.56 books were loaned on every one
of the 305 days on which books could be exchanged,
Eig-hteen hundred and fifty-five books were sent to Lake-
port, a gain of 40 volumes. One thousand and fifty-six
books were sent to The Weirs, a gain of 472 volumes, or
80 %. This remarkable gain is due to the messenger,
Walter Avery. He has been very faithful and obliging
and has done much more than was required of him to
interest the people of that section in the library and to
encourage them to draw books. He has worked zealously
and intelligently to increase the circulation.
Four hundred and sixty-two persons registered during-
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the year, bringing the total registration up to 2,039. The
largest registration has been from Ward four every year.
Forty-seven non-fiction cards were issued. Only 141 of
these cards have been called for since the registration
began. They are issued to all who apply for them.
Works of fiction and seven day books can not be drawn
on them, but all other books available for circulation may.
They are provided to enable patrons to have a popular
book for entertainment and a more serious book for study
or information at the same time. The two books need
not be drawn or returned at the same time. It is strange
that so few avail themselves of this privilege.
Eighteen hundred and eighty-four books were retained
longer than the rules permitted and 1830 fines, amounting
to $84.30, were paid. The increase in the amount was
$21.48 or more than 34 '/r.
It has not seemed advisable to keep a record of all who
iise the reading room or the study room. To make an
accurate count, an extra attendant would be required
during busy hours. As a basis for an estimate, an attempt
was made to count those who used either room during the
week beginning Wednesday-, December 6, and ending
Tuesday, December 12. The number, 547, was probably
larger than it would be in the summer season and less
than the average from November to March inclusive. The
attendance was noticeably smaller than it was the previous
week. There are many visitors in the summer, but the
object was to ascertain the number of persons who come
to the rooms to read. Recent issues of periodicals as well
as the current numbers are kept on file in the reading
room, so they may be read withotit application at the loan
desk. About fifty volumes of reference books were acces-
sible in the study room. No record of such use can be
kept. In addition to this, 382 books, pamphlets, and
periodicals were called for at the desk to be used in the
building. The library has been open every day, except
Sundays and holidays, from 10 a. m. to 9 p. m. for the
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exchang-e of books as well as for reading- and study.
During- October, November, and December the library
was open from 2 to 6 p. m. every Sunday. The attend-
ance was 449, an average of 34^ each Sunday. While the
attendance is not as large as was hoped for, some seem to
appreciate the opportunity to use the library who could
not come on other days. The library is to be kept open
on Sunday until the first of May as an experiment.
Whether the practice will be continued longer will depend
upon the attendance. Any book or periodical may be used
in the building, but no books are received or loaned on
Svmday.
Greatly increased usefulness for the library in the near
future is assured. Twenty-two periodicals have been
ordered or promised that were not on file a year ago. A
list of these is given below. A continuous display of
pictures, photographs, and other works of art has been
provided. A new exhibit will be shown every three
weeks. Eight hundred and forty-four persons saw the
views of New England scenery in Memorial hall last Feb-
ruary. Shelving- for reference books will soon be placed
in the study room. The books have been ordered to the
value of about $700. Books on the useful arts, costing
about $190, will soon be ready for circulation. These will
include books on almost every trade, business or profes-
sion in the city and also on domestic science and house-
hold economy. They were purchased from the income of
the Helen A. Avery fund. It is hoped that other generous
benefactors will provide endowments for the purchase of
books in other classes. In addition to the above, hundreds
of new and popular books have recentl}- been ordered.
Twenty volumes of songs and instrumental music have
been received and additional volumes of the Musicians
library will be added as published. These books will be
loaned so that our musicians may enjoy the masterpieces
of musical composition.
With a good reference librar\- in the studj- room to
which additions must be made as important new books
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appear, the next step should be to provide a reading room
in the basement for the children. Most of them are as
quiet and well-behaved in the reading room as could be
expected, but older readers are disturbed, and the use of
the room is somewhat restricted by their presence in larg-e
numbers. They should have a room where there would
be less restraint and more to interest and instruct them.
An attendant should be provided for at least certain hours
of each day and more especially for Saturday, to read to
them and to help them to use the library intelligently.
The library should be made the most attractive place in
the city for the children. If this is done, they will grow
up to be the most loyal and devoted friends of the library.
A few classics in the French language, recently pur-
chased, have been in constant demand. A reasonable
number of the best French books should be provided for
those of our citizens who cannot read English and for
the students of that language at the High school.
There has been little change in the staff during the year.
The cataloguer accepted a life position in the summer that
prevents her doing regular work at the library. She is
still interested in its usefulness and her literary taste and
professional experience enable her to give valuable assist-
ance in the selection of books to be purchased. Miss
Wilkinson accessioned the remainder of biography, all of
history and the larger part of literature during her sum-
mer vacation. Miss Phillips has been made an assistant
at the loan desk on a regular salary instead of being paid
by the hour for such time as she might be needed. Miss
Ruby May Evans and Miss Marjorie M. Osgood have
learned the routine work at the loan desk so they can act
as substitutes or assist when required. Both show com-
mendable zeal and aptitude and either would make a use-
ful assistant in a library. No new cataloguer has been
employed as it is believed that the work is so far completed
that this will not be necessary.
The librarian has been very much gratified by the indi-
cations of the confidence of your Honorable Board and
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by your prompt acceptance of his sug-gfestions. He is also
pleased to express his appreciation of the cordial and
zealous support of his staff and hopes the coming- year
may witness a decided advance in the popularity and use-
fulness of the library.
A record of g-ifts of books, pamphlets and periodicals
follows, and to each of the persons, firms and institutions
named the g-ratitude of this library is hereby expressed.
Periodi- Pamph-
cals. lets. Books
Baker, Hon. Henry M 1
Barnard, Mrs. Augaista 3
Berlin (N. H.) public library 1
Blaisdell, Mr. J. H 1
Blakely, Mrs. Gertrude S 493 31
Boston Book Co 2
Boston public library 2
Busiel, Miss Helen M 1
Busiel, Mrs. J. W., estate of ....'. . 1 57
Canada—Superintendent of immigration 2
Ceylon commission to Louisiana pur-
chase exposition 2
Davis, Mr. Leonard L 33
Dayton (Ohio) public library and museum 2
Ditson, Oliver, Co 1
Dover (N. H.) public library 3
Gallinger, Hon. Jacob H 1
Gocher, Mr. W. H 1
Griffis, Rev. William Elliot 2
Hibbard, Hon. E. A. and Mary B., estate 262 2 196
Holt, Mrs. Frank P 12
Indian rights association • 2
Jordan, Marsh & Co 1
Knight, Gen. W. F. 8 school registers
and school district records
Laconia Press Association 1
Macmillan Co 1
Manchester city library 1
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Metzenbaura, Prof. Myron
Michig'an, University of
Milton (Mass.) public library
New Bedford (Mass.) technical school . .
New England society, Cincinnati . . . .
Newcomb, Mr. H. T
North, Mr. S. N. D
Pennsylvania prison society
Pittsburgh, Carnegie library
Providence (R. I.) public library . . . .
Rochester (N. H.) public library . . . .
Rockwell & Churchill press
St. Louis public library
Salem (Mass.) public library
vShannon, Mr. R. C
Smithsonian Institution
Somerville public library
Stephens, Mr. John H. M. C
Syracuse (N. Y.) public library . . . .
Tilton, Mr. Elmer S
Trask, Mr. J. F., city clerk
United States Agriculture department
Animal industries bureau .
Civil service commission .
Education bureau . . . .
Forestry bureau
Geological survey . . . .
Interstate commerce com-
mission
United Stated Library of Congress . . .




Universal peace congress, Boston . . .





















List of Periodicals Donated by Publishers.
Bulletin of Bibliog'raphy.
Bulletin of the J. Herman Bosler Memorial Library.
Bulletin of the Xew Hampshire Public Libraries.
Bulletin of the Peterboro Town Library.
Crop Reporter.
Dover Public Library Bulletin.
Historic Magazine. Notes and queries.
Laconia Democrat.
Library Bulletin. Somerville public library.
Manchester Union.
Monthly Bulletin of books added to the public library of
the City of Boston.
News and Critic.
Official Gazette of the United States patent office.
Quarterly Bulletin of the Providence public library.
Wisconsin Library Bulletin.








New Periodicals Added to the Reading Room Dur-
ing 1905 or Ordered for 1906.
American Farming.
American Historical Review.
American Homes and Garder.s.









Historic magazine. Notes and queries.
Literary Digest.





Records of the Past.




Number of volumes January 1, 1905 .... 10,989
Number of volumes discarded 19
Ntimber of volurties lost
Number of volumes bought 360
Number of volumes donated 141
Number of volumes received as premium ... 3
Number of volumes of periodicals bound ... 39
Number of volumes January 1, 1906 11,513
Number of volumes rebound 461
Number of pamphlets January 1, 1905 . . . 2,394
Number of pamphlets donated .... . . 322
Number of pamphlets bought 8
Number of pamphlets, January 1, 1906 . . . 2,724
Number of volumes loaned in 1905 32,197
Seven day books 8,397
Fourteen day books 23,800
Number of volumes sent to Lakeport station . 1,855
Number of volumes sent to The Weirs station 1,056
Largest number of volumes loaned in one day,
January 28 220
Smallest number of volumes loaned in one day,
August 2 26
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Average niimber of volumes loaned daily, 305
days 105.56
Largest number of volumes out at one time,
February 20 712
Smallest number of volumes out at one time,
July 18- 492
Average number of volumes out 585.029
Number of volumes loaned on teacher's cards 240
Number of volumes loaned on trustee's cards . 226
Number of volumes loanes on student's cards . 15
Number of volumes borrowed from Boston pub-
lic library 8
Number of volumes borrowed from State li-
brary 1
Number of registered borrowers January 1,
1905 1,577
Number of persons registered in 1905 .... 462
Number of registered borrowers January 1,
1906 2,039
Number of non-fiction cards issued in 1905 . . 47
Number of non-fiction cards in force January
1, 1906 . 141
Number of student's cards issued in 1905 . . 1
Number of student's cards issued to January 1,
1906 2
Number of teacher's cards issued in 1905 . . 7
Number of teacher's cards issued to January 1,
1906 43
Number of trustee's cards issued in 1905 ... 0/
Number of trustee's cards issued to January 1,
1906 3
Number of books retained overtime in 1905 . . 1,884
Number of fines paid in 1905 1,830
Amount of fines paid in 1905 $84.38
Number of books, pamphlets and periodicals
issued at the loan desk for use in the build-
ing in 1905 382
Sunday attendance, October 1 to December 31 . 449
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REPORT OF
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
To the Honorable Mayor and Council:
We present herewith the fifth annual report of this
board with the inventories and an account of the receipts
and expenditures in detail.
The street commissioner's report will show you what
has been undertaken and accomplished during' the year
and the cost attending" the various items. The season was
so far advanced when we were ready to commence the
paving of Water and Elm streets, that it was thought best
to defer the work imtil spring. As soon as the weather
conditions will permit this will be completed. An addi-
tional appropriation, sufficient to pave Water street to the
railroad crossing at this time, would save the city quite a
large sum and complete the improvements on this street
so far as contemplated at this time, and it is hoped the
council will give this their favorable consideration. In
the burnt district of Ward six, the work commenced in
regulating'- the streets and sidewalks should be continued
as in all probability rebuilding of residences in this dis-
trict will be more active in the near future, and the
changing of grades cannot be accomplished without in-
volving the city in damage suits. The maintenance of
our concrete walks cannot be properly done with the
present appropriation and many of them are in bad con-
dition. The city sjiould purchase a steam roller. We
now have a good stone crushing plant and plenty of fair
material for making macadam roads and with a steam
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roller the board could build a piece of road each year
from the regular appropriation. We are away behind all
of our neighbors in this matter which is not to our credit
as a progressive city.
The various departments with their tools and supplies
are in good condition and the usual appropriations will be




Board of Public Works.
REPORT OF STREET COMMISSIONER.
To the Board of Piiblic Works:
The report of the street department for the year ending-
February 15, 1906, is submitted herewith.
The balance of the ledg-e on Main street, north of Busiel
street, has been removed and some grading" done on the
street about 400 feet south of that point.
The wall on the east side of Main street, north of Oak
street, has been extended and is now more than half com-
pleted.
Lyford street from Messer to Belknap and Belknap
street from Lyford to Oak have been graded and a crushed
stone sidewalk constructed on one side of the street for
most of the distance. There is a short piece of sidewalk
and the railing" to protect the embankments needed to com-
plete this work.
The Cottage street culvert has been built with the open-
ing a little larger than that at Joliet street. The appro-
priation was just sufificient to complete this work.
In the burnt district at Lakeport, the grading of School
street between Belvidere and North streets has been com-
pleted, the catch basins built and curb corners set. The
department has also set about 200 feet of curb on this
street for the property owners. Belvidere street from Gold
to Fairmont street has been graded, one catch basin built
and about forty-five feet in length of new retaining" wall
constructed.
On Elm street, between Park street and the river, the
surface sewer has been put in, the catch basins built, and
the curb set, so that the contractor can start on the pave-
ment the first thing in the spring. With the exception of
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the purchase of some of the materials nothing" has been
done on the Water street paving-.
The amount actually expended for the work of this
department, during the year, is $13,848.18, which may be
itemized as follows:




Cleaningf catch basins 139.58
Labor and supplies at stone crusher 219.26
Lakeport fire district 1,326.55
Lyford and Belknap streets 814.23
Pleasant street at new church 254.70
Ledge North Main street 266.56
Wall North Main street . . . . 299.56
Care of soldiers' monument lot 48.46
Paid on horse account 258.88
Curbing and brick bought and not used .... 457.23
$13,848.18
It will be noticed that the item for scavenger service is
much largfer than it was last year, and I wish to sa}"- in
explanation, that, during the year, the department has
collected 492 loads of ashes and 685 loads of garbage.
It is hardly necessary to offer any explanation of the
unexpended balance in this department, as everyone must
know that there has been almost nothing for the depart-
ment to do for the last three months. This is of course very
fortunate but it would hardly be safe to base any estimate
of expenses on any such conditions as have prevailed dur-
ing- the present winter.
All the bills contracted during the year have been pre-
sented for your approval. There are bills due the depart-
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Joseph W. Neal, Foreman.
Land and buildings on Water street . $3,760.00
Land on Gilford avenue 100.00
4 horses . . .' 300.00
Harnesses, blankets, etc., 113.25
3 carts, 4 sleds, 1 stone cab .... 233.00
6 sidewalk plows 190.00
2 road machines, 1 snow roller . . . 225.00
1 street sweeper 145.00
1 road roller 200.00
Granite curbing- 258.84
Block paving- 121.00
Small tools and supplies 717.98
$ 6,364.07
Division No. 2—F. W. Shaw, Foreman.
Land and buildings on Pear street . $1,100.00
2 horses 460.00
2 carts, 1 stone cab 130.00
Harnesses, blankets, etc 100.00
1 road machine, 3 snow plows . . • 270.00
1 snow roller, 1 two-horse sled . . . 50.00
1 road roller, 1 dump sled 80.00
Small tools and supplies 223.25
$ 2,413.25
Division No. 3—C. E. Swain, Foreman.
1 snow roller $ 25.00
vSmall tools and supplies 44.41
$ 69.41
Division No. 4—C. E. Swain, Foreman.
Shed $ 55.00
1 road machine 185.00
1 snow roller 20.00
Small tools and supplies 71.88
$ 331.88
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At Stone Crusher Lot.
'Land $ 370.00
Stone crusher complete 1,900.00
Storehouse 60.00
Derrick 50.00
Boiler, steam hose and fittings ... 70.00
Road machine 180.00
Sewer pipe 423.23
Small tools and supplies 292.49
$ 3,345.72
At Street Colmissioner's Office.
vStationerv and supplies $ 91.17
S 91.17
$12,615.50
REPORT OF CITY ENGINEER.
To the Board of Public Works:
The thirteenth annual report of this department, for the
year ending- Feb. 15, 1906, is herewith submitted.
I am agfain oblig-ed to report that the appropriation pro-
vided for the work of this department has proved insuffi-
cient to meet the expenses, notwithstanding' the fact that,
aside from work ordered by the board or council, nothing
has been done by this department that it seemed possible
to put off. For this reason nothing- has been done in the
burnt district this season except to gfive lines and g-rades
for the construction work. I reg-ret very much that the
re-location of the street lines in this section could not be
finished, as every year that passes will add to the difficulty
of the work and is liable to increase the expense very
materially.
It is a fact that the demands on this department are
increasing- every year and this statement applies not only
to the requirements of the city's officials but also to those
of the general public and it places the city engineer in a
very unpleasant position not to be able to comply with
the legitimate demands of the public upon the services of
the department and in some cases it seems almost an act
of injustice not to do so. In conclusion, I can only add
that I hope that in the near future this department will be
so situated that it will be able to comply with all reason-
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PROPERTY.
Typewriter $ 75.00
Card index, and filing- case 50.00
Drawing- table and stools 11.25
Letter press and stand 27.50
Vault fixtures 170.00
Engineer's transit 190.00
Tapes, rods, etc 54.25
Drawing- instruments 96.50
Drawing- paper and supplies 59.13
$733.63
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS.
To the Board of Public Works:
The fifteenth annual report of this department, for tlie
year ending- Feb. 15, 1906, is herewith submitted.
The sewer on Court street near West street, froze again
early in March and caused a stoppage in this line until it
could be thawed out. Aside from this there is nothing- to
report except that the sewers are all in good condition
and that the routine work of the department is being
regularly carried on.
The broken pipe in the Webster street sewer was re-
placed with cast iron pipe the first thing last spring and I
think that it will stand the pressure of the fill all right in
the future. No construction work has been done during
the year.
House connections reported Feb. 15, 1905 885
made during the year 41








vSewer rods and brushes 68.00
Diaphram pump and suction hose 31.50
Pile driver 25.00
Small tools and supplies 190.85
$522 10
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I herewith submit for your consideration the thir-
teenth annual report of the fire department for the year
ending- February 15, 1906.
There have been 31 box alarms and 47 still alarms
during- the year.
Dates of Fires and Box Numbers.
Feb. 16, box 78, fire at Clow's mill at Lakeport; in-
surance paid, $25,450.00.
April 4, box 86, Edmund Hurley's house, 34 North
street, overheated chimney; no damage.
April 12, box 46, brush fire on Harvard street, the
property owned by A. Eug-ene Hill. No damage.
April 13, box 86, brush fire; no damag-e, at Lakeport.
April 27, box 74, Frank Twombly's house; no damage.
April 28, box 74, Col. H. B. Quinby wood lot, brush
fire; damag-e slight. Wet 750 feet of hose.
May 28, box 54, brush fire on Gilford avenue; used
steam fire engine two hours, and wet 1400 feet of hose.
May 28, brush fire on Gale avenue; wet 1100 feet of
hose; no damage.
June 28, fire in dump on Messer street; wet 1000 feet
of hose.
July 3, false alarm from box 75.
July 8, box 65, Will Tucker's house. Damage to
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house and contents, $450.00; covered by insurance; 2500
feet of hose wet.
July 9, box 43, fire at W. P. Shannon's hardware
store. Damage to building- and contents, $2000; covered
by insurance.
July 10, box 28, Cook's Lumber Works, fire in lumber
yard; no damag'e.
July 10, box 56, brush fire, Spring street; no damage.
July 20, box 67, fire in Court Lougee's boat house;
total loss; partly covered by insurance.
August 22, box 54, brush fire, Winter street; 1100
feet of hose wet.
Sept. 15, fire alarm out of commission.
Sept. 15, box 72, Mechanic street school; insurance
paid, $4000.
Oct. 1, box 54, Kellog-g's carriage shop; damage to
building and contents, $3000; covered by insurance; 1000
feet of hose wet; used steam fire engine one hour and
twenty minutes.
Oct. 8, no fire alarm; box 25, fire at Oscar Lougee's
store on Main street. Damage to building and contents
covered by insurance. Wet 2000 feet of hose; used steam
fire engine four hours. Insurance paid, $23,440.47.
Oct. 28, box 78, fire at boat house at Lakeport.
Damage covered by insurance; wet 300 feet of hose.
Nov. 3, box 71, fire at John Dow &: Son's wood yard.
No damage; wet 1000 of hose.
Nov. 11, box 74, fire at Lake Shore Inn. A detail of
firemen sent under First Assistant Engineer T. H.
Lachance.
Nov. 13, box 82, Clow's camp on the lake; could not
reach it with fire apparatus.
Nov. 17, box 87, fire at Garland's residence; no damage.
Nov. 21, box 26, brush fire at Glendale. Detail of
firemen sent under T. H. Lachance; no damage.
Nov. 22, box 74, brush fire at Lakeport; no damage.
Dec. 19, box 57, fire at Clow's mill; no damage.
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Jan. 8, 1906, box 56, house owned by Fred Young"; no
water used; no damag'e; put out by fire extinguishers.
Jan. 9, box 82, fire at Twombly house; covered by
insurance.
Jan. 26, box 25, fire in Albert R. Collins' block on
Main street, occupied by Thomas Flaherty; covered by
insurance.
Feb. 5, box 58, fire at Leon Morin's store on Pine
street; damages slight, covered by insurance.
Feb. 13, box 25. fire in stock room of New England
Telephone Co. Damage to building and contents slight;
covered by insurance. Cause of fire unknown. Wet 500
feet of hose.
MANUAL FORCE.
The total manual force is as follows:
Chief engineer - . 1
Assistants 4
Steamer Co., No. 1 12
Laconia Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1 13
Eureka Hook and Ladder Co., No. 2 15
J. A. Greene Hose Co., No. 1 12
G. A. vSanders Hose Co., No. 2 12
J. S. Crane Hose Co., No. 4 12
Niagara Hose Co., No. 5 8
Highland Hose Co., No. 6 10
ROLL OF LACONL\ FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Engineer, Arthur W. Spring.
Assistant Engineers, T. H. Lachance, Albert Griffin,
Fred B. Smith and Frank Willey.
Steamer Co., No. 1.
Edwin C. Sargent, foreman, Fred D. Shepard,
Frank G. Drainaud, assistant, Napoleon Perry,
W. W. Saunders, eng-ineer, Arthur Gray,









Hook and Ladder No. 1, Central Fire ^Station.
E. A. Thyng-, foreman,














J. A. Greene Hose Co., No. 1, Weirs.
F. C. True, foreman,
T. H. Avery, assistant,
F. E. Moore, clerk,
C. J. Avery, steward,






Hook and Ladder No. 2, Lakeport.
E. H. Kennedy, foreman,
Albert E. Dow, assistant,












Hose No. 2, Central Fire Station.
Arthur J. Wig"g"in, foreman,
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Hose No. 4, Lakeport.
T. H. Keay, foreman, J. E. Kimball,






























The city has 112 hydrants in use, including 18 private
ones.
PUBLIC RESERVOIRS AND COST OF CON-
STRUCTION.
1 Pleasant street, near Harvard $ 150.00
2 Depot square 300.00
3 Main street, opposite Oliver Sanborn's . . . 221.25
4 Academy street, near Bowman 176.00
5 Court street, corner Fair 221.25
6 Main street, corner Pine 200.00
7 Lyford street 200.00
8 Main street, opposite G. A. Sanders .... 150.00
9 Mechanic street,near Rublee's shop .... 160.00
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10 Belvidere, near School $ 125.00
11 School street, near Elm 300.00
12 Elm street, north end 160.00
13 Railroad square, Lakeport 1,202.53
$3,566.03
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH. LOCATION OF
BOXES.
No. 25, Main street, corner California court.
26, Laconia Car Co.
27, Mill street, near Tilton's mill.
28, Water street, near the railroad crossing-.
43, Depot square.
45, Main street, corner Harvard.
46, Pleasant street, corner Harvard.
47, Main street, corner of Oak.
48, Messer street, corner of Oak.
52, Union avenue, near electric car station.
53, Church street, corner of Messer.
54, Union avenue, corner of Gilford.
56, Union avenue, corner of Spring- street.
57, Union avenue, opposite grist mill.
58, Batchelder street, corner of Avery.
62, Court street, corner of Keasor.
63, Academy street, corner of Fair.
65, Main street, junction of Province street.
67, Court street, corner of Academy.
68, Fair street, near G. Cook & Son's mill.
71, Union avenue, corner of Messer.
72, Corner Mechanic and Hawthorne streets.
73, Union avenue, corner of Bridge street.
74, Union avenue, corner of Clinton street.
75, Valley street, corner of Manchester.
76, Union avenue, near pumping' station.
78, Elm street, near Cole Mfg. Co.'s office.
82, (Jold street, corner of Fore.
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No. 84, Franklin street, near Wood's mill.
85, Elm street, corner of Jefferson.
86, North street, corner of School.
87, Elm street, corner of School.
89, Fairmount street, corner of Washington.
D1RECT10N.S.—To give an alarm, pull down the handle
once and let go.
SIGNALS.
1—Test signal, which is struck every day at 12.30.
2—Given after an alarm denotes "fire out."
Three blasts of the whistle or strokes of the bell at 8
A. M. and 1 p. M., dismiss grades one, two, three and four.
Six blasts, separated into two threes, dismiss all grades
including the High school.
.4—Companies not answering first alarm dismissed.
5—Second alarm.
7—Third alarm.
'i5—Militia call to armory.
ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROPERTY.
Central fire station and land $ 9,000.00
1,000 feet of new hose 800.00
8,000 feet of good hose 3,320.00
3,000 feet of second quality hose 300.00
Fire alarm telegraph and supplies for same . . 4,437.00
$17,857.00
Steamer Co., No. 1.
1 steamer $ 3,000.00
1 " hose wagon 350.00
1 " supply wagon 100.00
1 " hose sleigh 60.00
1 heater 180.00
1 self-lighter 10.00
1 swing harness 50.00
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1 pair double harness $ 30.00
4 horses 675.00
Stable fixtures, blankets, etc 75.00
Tools, furniture, and fixtures 700.00
Total $5,230.00
J. A. Greene Hose Co., No. 1.
Hose house $ 400.00
1 hose carriat,re . . 150.00'
Tools, furniture and fixtures 199.25
1 bell 300.00
Total $1,049.25
Hose Co., No. 2.
1 hose carriag-e $ 400.00
Tools, furniture and fixtures 197.10
Total $597.10
Hose Co., No. 3.
Hose house. Ward two $ 1,500.00
1 hose carriage 200.00
Tools, furniture and fixtures 158.50
Total $1,858.50
Hose Co., No. 4.
J. S. Crane hose house $ 800.00
1 hose carriage 450.00
Hose sleigh 30.00
Tools, furniture and fixtures 381.75
Total $1,661.75
Hose Co., No. 5.
Hose room $ 25.00
1 hose carriage ' . . 170.00
Tools, furniture and fixtures 206.13
Total $401.13
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Hose Co., No. 6.
1 hose house S 750.00
1 hose carriage •. . . . 150.00
Tools, furniture and fixtures 225.50
Hose house lot 100.00
Total Si, 225. 50
Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1.
1 hook and ladder carriage $ 200.00
Hook and ladder eciuipments, tools, furniture . 327.30
Total $527.30
Hook and Ladder Co., No. 2.
Hook and ladder house $ 1,000.00
1 hook and ladder carriage 250.00
Tools, furniture and fixtures 98.70
Total $1,348.70
Total inventory of the fire department .... $31,756.23
During- the year, two hose wagons have been purchased,
one at hose No. 4 house, at Lakeport; one at central fire
station.
A new steam heating' boiler has been installed at hose
liouse, No. 4, Lakeport. and the hose house has been re-
paired and painted.
A new Gamewell fire alarm system at central fire sta-
tion, at a cost of $700.00.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
First, that the city purchase a new hook and ladder
truck for central fire station.






To the City Council:
I have the honor to submit my report as city solicitor.
During- the year that has passed like those which preceded
it, many legal questions involving matters of importance
to the city have been presented me for consideration, all
of which have been given my attention.
In the matter of litigation, the only cases now in court
in which the city is concerned as a party are those of
Stephen K. Lyford involving a claim for damages for the
North church lot, so-called, Thomas F. Carroll for alleged
damages to his land on Davis Place, and the Lake Com-
pany tax cases.
The litigation relating- to the petitions by the Lake
Company for abatement of taxes has been in court a longr
time. Hearings have been had before the court during-
the past year and an important order has recently been
made by the court relating to the admission of certain
evidence.
As suggested in my report last year, a great many im-
portant matters have received consideration by the law
department of the city, which do not require particular
mention in this report.
To His Honor, the Mayor, the members of the City
Council and other officers of the city government, I extend




REPORT OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS.
To the City Council:
We respectfully present herewith the annual report of
the city marshal for the year ending- February 15, 1906.
The commissioners recommend that the appropriation
for the police department for the ensuing year be $4,500,








Whole number of arrests 459
CAUSES OF ARRESTS.





Breaking and entering and larceny 7
Common drunkards 2
Deserters, U. S. navy 1




Held as witnesses 1
Illegal fishing 4
Keeping a disorderly house 1
Larceny from the person '1
Larceny 12
Loitering on public sidewalk 2
Noise and brawl 3
Obtaining goods by false pretences 2
Safe keeping 6
Selling goods without a license 1
Stubborn child 3
Suspicion 7
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Vagrants 2
Using' threatening- language 1
Using obscene and profane language ....... 1
Defrauding stable-keeper 2
vSpitting in public place 2
Forgery 1
Buying metal without license 1
Violating school law 1
Throwing fruit in street 1
Throwing hand bills in street 1
Selling liquor to minors 4
Total 459
HOW DISPOSED OF.
Paid fine and costs 97
Discharged by the court 3
Committed to house of correction, non-payment . . 77
Committed to house of correction, upon sentence . . 49
Committed to jail in default of bonds 12
Committed to state hospital 4
Committed to state industrial school 1
Complaints placed on file 73
Complaints dismissed 3
Furnished bonds to appear at court 9
Suspended by paying fines 3
Suspended by paying costs 7
Cases not settled 19
Appealed to superior court 1
Discharged without being brought before the court . 89
Delivered to out of town officers 6
Continued for sentence 2
Delivered to U. S. officers 1




Number of persons furnished lodg-ing's 287
PROPERTY STOLEN AND LOST.
Property reported stolen $820.15
Stolen property recovered 603.30
Property reported lost 523.50
Lost property recovered 405.90
INCIDENTAL SERVICES.
' Accidents reported 4
Disturbances quelled without arrest 38
Dogs killed 3
Dang'erous dogs, notice served to owners 1
Dangerous sidewalks reported 2
Dang'erous streets reported 2
Breaks in water i:)ipes reported 1
Nuisances abated 2
Nuisances reported to board of health 4
Fires discovered and alarms given 4
Fire alarms given 1
Assistance rendered to injured persons 22
Lost children restored to parents 3
Dead bodies recovered 4
Store doors found open and secured 41
Teams stabled at expense of owners 9
Complaints received and investigated 159
Value of merchandise found outside of stores . . . $43.80
Burglaries reported 21
Larcenies reported 38
Assisted out of town officers 71
Runaway horses stopped 6
Bicycles found on street 4
Fires attended 28
Electric lights not burning 62
Runaway children restored to parents 2
Stubborn child returned to parents 1
Stray dogs returned to owners 2
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POLICE COURT RECEIPTS.
Receipts $ 1,174.78
Paid police court expenses, as per vouch-
ers $ 194.69
Balance paid citv treasurer 980.09
$ 1,174.78
CITY PROPERTY IN THE HANDS OF THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT, FEB. 15, 1906.
Furniture and Buildings.
Building- on Water street used for a
lockup $500.00
Building- on Mechanic street used for a
lockup 500.00
Building- on Lakeside Ave. used for a
lockup 250.00
$ 1,250.00
One safe $ 75.00
One roll-top desk 25.00
One type-writer desk 15.00
One roll-top desk 10.00
One case of drawers for blanks .... 15.00
One telephone shelf and desk . . (cost) 11.95
One wardrobe or locker .... (cost) 83.40
One wardrobe (Lakeport office) (cost) 4.00
One filing and bookcase .... (cost) 43.50
Four desk chairs 8.00
Twelve office chairs 24.00
One clock 4.00
Window screens and door 4.00
Two awning-s 8.00
Three stoves and funnel 15.00
Two mirrors 2.00
Three cuspidores 1.00
Brooms, duster and dust pan .... 1.00
$ '349.65
police department.
Office Equipments and Supplies.
One typewriter $ 75.00
One measuring: device 5.00
One framed map of city, one map of
lake 2.00
Card index drawers and cards .... 15.00
One letter press 5.00
One bulletin board .50
One desk lamp . . . 1.00
Four waste baskets 2.50
One pencil sharpener 1.00
One file, 1 desk basket, 2 file hooks,
1 eraser, 1 rule 2.00
Seven pocket maps 1.00
Four letter files and paper holder . . . 1.00
One eyelet machine 1.50
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Seven clubs $ 2.00
Three belts 3.00




Five gfrappling irons 5.00
Ten pails 1.00
Five shovels, one axe, one coal hod 2.00
Seven clocks, time detectors and attach-
ments 137.81
vSix Colt's revolvers 66.00
Six holstlers 2.75
Colt's police cartridges 8.55
$ 304.61
Books.
Two Public Statutes $ 7.00
Two Vols. Bishop's Criminal Law . . 12.00
One dictionary 2.00
One Justice and Sheriff 3.00
One Town Officer 1.00
Two court seals 5.00 30.00
',149.25
I feel I would be lax in my duty did I fail to call atten-
tion to the building on Water street used as a lockup. I
have no hesitancy in saying, that for sanitary reasons, if
for no other, in my judgment this building should be con-
demned. Owing to its location in the rear of the central
fire station, the offal from the station stables is thrown at
its door. The neighborhood is also used as a dumping
ground for all the refuse and offal scraped from the paved
and concrete streets in the city, resulting in a stench that
is perfectly unbearable.
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The other conditions making this an unlit and undesir-
able place for the purpose for which it is used, are too
familiar for me to dwell upon, but I may add that all the
officers of this department dread to think of the possibili-
ties in case of fire.
Mv thanks are due former City Marshal H. K. W. Scott,





REPORT OF CLERK OF POLICE COURT.
To the City Council:
I have the honor to submit my report as clerk of the
police court.
The number of criminal cases broug"ht before this court,
and the disposal of the same, the city marshal g-ives a
detailed account.
Cash received for entry of civil cases, eighteen dollars,
for which I hold receipt of city treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,
Martin B. Plummer,
Clerk of Police Court.
OVERSEERS OE POOR.
To the City Council:
We beg- leave to state that all calls for relief have been
promptly attended to. There are at present four fan-ilies
who are being- helped more or less by city reg'ularly; also
one charge at Belknap county farm and one at N. H.
State hospital. We have used our best judgment in man-
aging- this department and would suggest that the sinn of







To the City Council:
We herewith submit oiir report of sanitary work for
the year ending December thirty-first, 1905.
Complaints made to and investigated by the board of
health, 67; houses closed containing contagious diseases,
21; ahimals buried, 6; nuisances abated, 21.
The following cases of contagious diseases were re-
ported: Scarlet fever, 19, in fourteen houses; measles, 7,
in three houses; typhoid fever, 3.
The expenses of the board of health are made larger by
the demand of the new state laws: as compulsion of the
local board to furnish support for all poor who are quar-
antined, and often with the greatest care of the board of
health this law is abused; the furnishing of antitoxin for
diphtheria patients, inspection of milk and food; formalde-
hyde in place of sulphur, which is much more effective,
though very much more expensive. In view of this extra
expense, we recommend estimate of $300.00, exclusive of
salaries.
Respectfully submitted,
.1. A. Wrisley, M. D., Pres.,
Fred Moore,




REPORT OP THE TRUSTEES
FOR THE YEARS 1904-5.
"The Laconia Hospital association was incorporated for
the piirpose of establishing- and maintaining- in Laconia a
permanent hospital
. '
' Thus far this has not fully been
attained, though a hospital has been reg-ularly in operation
since July 18th, 1898, and maintained by this corporation.
The fulfillment of this entire proposition seems at this
time to be about to be consummated, for the period has
arrived when a permanent hospital is unmistakably.^
demanded. A hospital for those for any reason ill, or
injured, seems to be as much of a necessity, as a matter
of policy and economies, to say nothing of the tender re-
gard and sentiment that we all feel for those who meet
bodily misfortune, as any one of the necessities for those
who are bodily well that have for all time been recognized
as such.
A well eciuipped and well cared for hospital in a commu-
nity is a means of education that should not be ignored.
While people are well and strong their natural disposition
is not to give this matter very niuch concern, but an insti-
tution in a community that teaches how to care for the
sick is eminently essential and far reaching- in its mission
for good, not only in care of minor illnesses and injuries,
but possibly in the greatest of disasters. A knowledge of
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the treatment of disease and accident carries with it a
knowledge of prevention of disease which is the highest
art of all medicine and nursing-. Some times it is very
essential that some prominent individual be cared for, and
properly cared for, but an accurate knowledge of health
preservation is more essential. Laconia must have a
jj-eneral hospital, of a permanent nature, and affording"
vastly more room than the little cottage on Court street
can possibly afford. The city possesses population and
wealth sufficient so that it not onh- demands such a struc-
ture and a competent corps of physicians, nurses and sur-
geons, bvit the trustees of the Laconia Hospital association
feel assured that there are hundreds of generous persons
in this immediate vicinity who crave the privilege of con-
tributing proportionately of their resources to this great
end. Fancy some little waif, sick with pneumonia, whose
condition truly demands, if humanity ever demands, the
attention of some skilled medical man and a nurse; or the
same kind of a child ill with some grave abdominal affec-
tion that equally demands the attention of a surgeon and
nurse; in either case in an illy ventilated chamber, cared
for only by some relative, or possibly a playmate, wholly
incompetent for such a task, and then consider what
should be done, and what cannot be done, unless proper
means are secured for the care, comfort, nourishment,
nursing and medical attendance of this child, that knowl-
edge pertaining to the sick teaches today.
This hospital for the last two 3^ears has maintained its
l)revious record for becoming more and more self-sustain-
ing, thus offering proof of its usefulness and practicability.
We only need more room now in order that this work of
charity and precept may continue to expand and become a
permanent blessing to not only our own immediate neigh-
borhood of towns about Laconia, but that its influence and
example may be felt throughout the whole of the central
and northern parts of New Hampshire.
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The Laconia Cottage Hospital association has secured
as a l(Jcation for a permanent hospital one of the most
beautiful tracts of land to be had anywhere, and situated
right in the heart of the city, too, at the head of Spring-
street. On this spacious lot it is hoped, that by the aid of
funds, that all are asked to contribute, an institution will
be established, during- the summer of 1906, that will be a




John W. Ashman, treasurer, in account with the La-




Amount on hand December 31, 1904 $1,974.70
Dividends on deposit in Laconia vSavings Bank . 31.43
From committee on "Mikado" 353.13
From Woman's Hospital Aid association, Mrs.
W. F. Knig-ht, treasurer 1,000.00
From Rev. Jeremiah S. Jewett, donation . • . . 3,000.00
$6,359.26
Expenditures.
Rev. Jeretniah S. Jewett, land on Spring and
Higrhland streets, for hospital site $6,000.00
Recording- deed on above land .75
City of Laconia for 1905 taxes on above land . . 115.00
Balance 243.51
.,359.26
Balance of above fund invested as follows:
Laconia Savings Bank, No. 13,893 . . $ 65.00




Julia A. Ladd fund, loaned to the City of La-
conia at Z''/( $1,045.00
Mary A. Gaskell fund, Laconia Saving's Bank . 136.00
Friend of hospital fund, on deposit in Laconia
Saving-s Bank 100.00
Samuel H. Blaisdell fund, on deposit in City Sav-
ings Bank 1,189.10
Samuel H. Blaisdell fund, due on notes .... 364.60
due on deposit in Bel-




Cash on hand December 31, 1904 $ 68.23
City of Laconia, appropriation 700.00
Income of Julia A. Ladd fund 47.02
Mary A. Gaskell fund 5.90
friend of hospital fund 5.07
Deficiency .eruarantee fund of 1904 407.75
Books sold to nurses 29.40
Telephone service, broken articles replaced, etc. 25.41
Cash donations 42.73
Medical and surgical supplies sold, including
dressings 131.54
Use of operating room 37.50
Board of nurses paid by patients 83.51
Outnursing- 90.05
Care and board of patients 3,382.25
paid by Mrs. W. F.
Knight from Free Bed fund- 63.93
Rent of carriage house and stable cellar for
storage 24.16
$5,144.45
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Expenditures.
Superintendent, nnrses and assistant nurses . . $1,263.13
Labor in kitchen 273.49
Care of grounds and furnace 138 71
Hospital and kitchen supplies and furnishings, . 189.76
Medical and surgical supplies 900.42
Provisions 970.23
Fuel 140.85
Gas and electric lighting 122.50
Laundry 414.86
Express, freig-ht, telephone service, fare, etc. . 38.48
Rent of rooms for assistant nurses 98.85
Repairs to building including painting .... 214.81
Printing-, stationery, posta.ge, etc 86.13
Books bought, to be paid for by assistant nurses 51.05
Sprinkling street and miscellaneous expenses . 50.20





Mrs. W. F. Knight, treasurer, in account Woman's
Hospital Aid association for year ending January 4, 1905.
1904.
Cash on hand, general fund $441.07
"
. " free bed fund 214.38
.^655.45






membershi]:) fees . . 51.00





Jan. 7, paid J. W. Ashman, treasurer
for Laconia Hospital association . . $300.00
Jan. 29, paid Laconia Press Asso,. print-
ing' by-laws 5.00
March 17, paid Miss Nutter from free
bed fund 58.00
June 1, paid Miss Nutter from free bed
fund . 18.00
Sept. 15, paid Miss Nutter from free bed
fund 24.75
Amount of card party receipts transferred




Jan. 4, balance on hand, general fund . . $220.09
free bed fund . . 133.63
$848.60
Mrs. W. F. Knight, treasurer, in account with Woman's
Aid association.
1905.
Jan. 4, cash on hand, general fund $220.09
interest on deposit 5.08
received from membership fees ... 51.00
$276.09
on hand, free bed fund . . $133.63
from North church collection 36.56
from St. James church col-
lection 4.50
from First Free Baptist
church collection ... 20.43
from Unitarian church col-
lection 14.28
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Jan. 4, cash from First Baptist church
collection $ 6.25
from wSacred Heart church
collection 10.00
from Rev. J. E. Dubois . . 15.00
from Union Avenue Baptist
church, Lakeport ... 5.50
from Park St. Free Baptist
church, Lakeport ... 7.00




Paid Miss Nutter from free bed fund . . 63.93
$467.31
Balance on hand, g-eneral fund $276.09
free bed fund .... 191.22
$467.31
Building- fund, total amount of receipts . . . . $1,063.48
Paid J. W. Ashman, treasurer Laconia Hospital
association 1,000.00














Stock in public funds 5,000.00
Stock in banks and other corporations in
this state 88,774.00
Money on hand or deposit 19,058.00
Stock in trade 278,110.00
Factories, machinery 263,720.00
Buildings not designated 26,236.00
Total valuation $4,391,636.00
Valuation of Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 .• $3,304,230.00
Ward 6 1,087,406.00
$4,391,636.00
Taxes assessed $ 102,095.08
Taxes on $1,000, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . . 23.00
Ward 6 24.00
APPROPRIATIONS,
Made May 29, 1905.
State tax | 8,725.25
County tax 13,363.00
Schools 23,500.00
Repairs and plumbing- school buildings . . . 1,000.00
Hig-hways and bridges 13,000.00
Concreting- sidewalks 1,000.00
New culvert. Cottage street 300.00
Re-locating- street lines and grading- in burnt





Fire department, new hose, repairs on apparatus 6,000.00





Support of poor 1,000.00
Memorial Day 230.00
Aid to dependent soldiers and their families . 100.00
Cottage Hospital 750.00
Miscellaneous expenses 2,200.00
Rents, Masonic Temple 1,000.00
Salaries 3,300.00
One-fifth amount schoolhouse notes 5.000.00
Interest on schoolhouse notes 450.00
Interest on bonds and notes 9,000.00
Payment of funding- bonds 2,000.00
Partial payment rent,. Co. K., N. H. X. G. . 100.00
Payment of Nos. 21 and 22, Ward 6 coupon
notes 1,000.00
Interest on Ward 6 coupon notes 166.25
$114,935.50
REPORT OF CITY CLERK.
To the City Council:
The following- is an account of the money collected by
me for the city for the year ending Feb. 15, 1906, and the





Received from David Sneirson, Israel Sneirson,
Castral wSneirson, Alex Heifetz, H. Cohen,
David Sakansky and Reuben Baumstein for
junk licenses, $10.00 each $ 70.00
Received from S. vShapire and S. Shulman for
same 2.00
Received for badg-es 5.00
$ 77.00
Cash paid for return of badg-es 2.00
Paid treasurer $ 75.00
PAWNBROKER'S LICENSE
Received from A. S. Gordon $ 5.00
Paid treasurer 5.00
SHOW LICENSES.
Wm. B. VanDuzer, Moulton opera house .... $ 23.00
Hargreaves show 10.00
Josh vSimpson 1.00
Paid treasurer $ 34.00
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS.
Received from rent of city tenements on Union
avenue, Ward 6, for year ending- Dec. 31,
1905 $ 143.70
Received from Belknap county, recording vital
statistics 1.50




REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR.
Laconia, N. H., Dec. 15, 1905.
To the Honorable Mayor and Council:
I herewith submit my report as collector of taxes, from
February 15, 1905, to June 30, 1905, inclusive.
Amount due the city Feb. 15. 1905, on 1904 list $15,245.67
Amount of added taxes 48.65






Whole amount of 1904 tax list $101,509.12
Whole amount of added taxes 202.80
Whole amount of interest collected 390. S3
$102,102.75
Whole amount collected .... $100,282.96






To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I herewith submit a report of my doing-s as collector of
taxes, from June 1, 1905, to Feb. 15, 1906.
Collected non-resident taxes, sold to city
for 1903 % 215.47
Collected interest, taxes 1903 18.24
$233.71
Collected resident taxes, sold to the city
for 1903 $ 58.67
Collected interest, taxes 1903 3.45
62.12
Collected non-resident taxes, sold to the
city for 1904 % 300.85
Collected interest, taxes 1904 3.91
304.76
Collected resident taxes, 1904 $ 512.18
interest, taxes 1904 9.40
521.58
$1,122.17
Amount placed in my hands for collection, June
1, 1905 $102,095.08
Amount collected $87,101.84
Amount abated , 1,716.80
$ 88,818.64
Total amount uncollected $ 13,276,44
Summary.
Total amount collected of the 1905 tax ... $ 87,101.84
Amount collected of 1905 abated . . $ 1,716.80
Amount collected back taxes . . . 1,122.17
Amount collected added taxes . . 217.20






Charle.s F. Locke, Tax Collector.
REPORT of CITY TREASURER.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Laeonia:
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit the report of
the treasurer of the City of Laeonia for the year ending
Feb. 15, 1906, as follows:
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1905 % 1,948.07
Receipts.




Police court receipts 998.09
Liquor licenses 3,977.41
Insurance, etc., Mechanic St. school house . 4,004.20
Taxes purchased by city 1,122.17
Notes 49,375.00
State of N. H. taxes 12,630.47
Junk dealers licenses 75.00
Fire department 433.59






Highways and bridges 1,012.63











vSupport of poor 1,020.16









Old Home Week celebration 500.00
Property purchased at tax sale 2,221.61
Brown tail moths 119.30
Purchase of clock and bell 500.00
Police time clocks 137.81
New Mechanic street school house 7,161.67
Cotta.q-e hospital 750.00
Pohce court 843.69
Interest on Ward 6 notes 166.25
Land damage 157.60
Miscellaneous liabilities 16.00




Cottage street culvert 300.00
Water street improvements 96.20
Elm street improvements 405.86
School house notes 4,500.00
Interest on notes 1,827.01
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Police department $ 4,499.66
Dog- license account 49.00
Interest on school house notes 450.00
Rents 1,087.58
Coupons, sewer and funding- bonds 4,580.00
town bonds 2,580.00
funding- bonds 440.00
Interest on trust funds 61.83
Fire alarm system . ., 782.42
Rent of Armory, Co. K 100.00
$174,108.23






For the Year Ending February 15, 1906,
Being' an itemized account made up from the books of the
city clerk, of the payments made by the city treasurer on
account of running" expenses.
The arrang-ement of the details of expenditures which
follows, is intended to g'ive such information as is desired
by the public.
Items of payment to the same person or firm at different
times are included in the aggreg-ate amount given,, if paid
for the same objects. Efforts have been made to ascertain
and pay all approved bills to date.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Appropriation $ 8,725.25
Paid S. A. Carter, treasurer, state tax .... 8,725.25
Received insurance tax . . . 194.25
railroad tax 3,798.85
savings bank tax 7,863.32
literary fund tax 757.90




Paid vS. B. Cole, trea.surer. county tax ... . 13,363.00
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Financial Report of the Board of
Public Works,
Showing in Detail Their Receipts and Expenditures.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.
Balance from last year $ 1,229.79
Appropriation 13,000.00
for Lakeport burnt district . . ],000.00
Received of C. Achron, leaves .25
J. B. Adams, leaves 1.50
Ralph Adams, manure 4.50
Georg'e M. Aldrich, crushed stone and old
shovel 1.00
Joseph Allard, old plank 2.00
George Babb, sewer pipe . .80
Lawrence Baldi, paving blocks 2.82
Joseph Bartlett, leaves .25
E. Beauchemin, leaves 1.00
John Boardman, labor and leaves .... 1.45
E. Boulang'e, leaves 1.00
Frank E. Busiel, sewer pipe 1.00
H. H. Buzzell, leaves .50
John Carroll, old plank .50
Cavanaugh Bros., pair of horses 213.56
L. D. Clark, crushed stone 10.50
Willam Clement, street waste and sand . . 4.50
Cottage street culvert account, labor . . ' 12.15
Ai Cox, leaves .25
C. C. Dame, permit to open street .... 3.00
John Dearborn, sewer pipe 1.10
John Dodgfe, leaves 1.25
Mrs. D. E. Dow, leaves .75




John Fifield, old plank .7' $ .25
H. J. Gagne, dynamite 5.15
C. Gaumont, grass 3.00
Noah Gilman, grade .50
Georg-e Gladding, grass .25
E. D. Gray, labor and team 5.89
Charles Hackett, grade .75
Thomas Hale, leaves 1.00
Edward Hamilton, old iron .80
John Harmon, manure .50
Amos Hobbs, leaves .25
Charles Holman, old shingles .25
Miss Sarah J. Holt, curbing 60.75
E. P. Jewell, street waste 1.00
Fred Keasor, boiler and labor 8.31
H. Labrecque, old iron .10
Laconia Car Co. Works, sewer pipe' . . . 1.66
Water Co., team and labor . . . 13.63
James McCoy, exploders .12
C. McLoughlin, leaves .25
John Mahomett, leaves .25
Fred Marston, leaves .25
J. B. Mathews, leaves .75
George P. Munsey, sewer pipe 1.90
J. W. Neal, grass 2.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., boiler and labor . . .50
John O'Connor, leaves .75
Name unknown, old shovel .10
Charles O' Loughlin, street waste .... 3.00
H. B. Quinby, curbing 5.09
Ezra A. Page, covering stone 3.50
Royal Page, crushed stone 4.00
Mrs. Nellie B. Parsons, crushed stone . . 1.00
John Perry, old shingles .25
Charles J. Pike, street waste and leaves . 6.00
L. M. Pike & vSon, crushed stone .... 21.00
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Received of
L. M. Pitman, old plank $
W. A. Plummer, boiler and labor ....
J. S. Power, leaves
Trustees of public library, paving- block .
Mrs. Lucy W. Ritter, leaves
Charles Rowe, boiler and team
C. K. Sanborn, leaves
G. J. Sarg-ent, use of roller
Sewer maintenance accoimt, labor and ma-
terials
(reorgfe Sleeper, street waste
J. S. Smith & Co., sewer pipe
S. B. Smith, stone step ' ' . .
George R. Soines, crushed stone, ....
J. H. Story, team and labor
Philip Trainor, street waste
W. H. True, street waste
W. B. VanDuzer, leaves
A.M. Wakeman, permit to open street and
sewer pipe
F. O. Wallace, sewer pipe
Water street improvements account, labor
and materials
Will W. Whitcher, use of boiler
A. W. Wilcox, sewer pipe
Charles Winn, leaves
Winn. Gas & Electric Co., use of boiler and
labor
E. J. Woods, grass .... •
L. B. Woodman, moving snow




American Express Co., express $ .75
C. J. Avery, stock and labor, painting- .... 13.20
Charles A. Bailey, granite curbing 681.50
E. G. Baker, stationery 1.85
A. H. Bennett, hay 234.11
F. G. Berry, salary 720.00
F. G. Berry, expenses paid 8.46
Harold L. Bond Co., tools and supplies ... 83.36
Boston &- Maine R. R., freight 85.92
Boulia, Gorrell Co., lumber and labor .... 3.08
J. L. Brimmer, filing saws 1.10
J. B. Chapman, burying horse 2.00
H. & L. Chase, bags 15.00
City engineering account, engineering .... 37.69
L. D. Clark, concreting - 15.85
Cole Mfg. Co., casting 24.92
F. A. Converse, blacksmithing .65
A. G. Cook, grade .50
Cook's Lumber Co., lumber 242.97
W. G. Cram, grain 143.50
C. C. Dame, labor and supplies 1.40
A. H. Davis, filing saws 1.85
E. J. Dinsmore, harness and repairs 151.70
John T. Dodge, lumber 244.09
J. H. Dow & Son, coal 10.75
Duplex Mfg. Co., catch-basin covers 203.50
Edson C. Eastman, stationery 10.25
H. J. Gagne, stone work and bounds 417.12
Guay & Wallace, labor and cement , 54.05
J. Hadlock, road machine repairs 53.00
W. J. Haddock, blacksmithing 4.00
Fred L. Hill, pair of horses 460.00
E.P.Hodgdon, M. D., professional services . . 21.00
E. S. Hodgdon, blacksmithing 50.38
Charles Holman, bedstead 2.00
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and supplies . . . 13.49
Heirs of Isaac Jewett, gTade 11.80
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Laconia Electric Light Co., lighting- stables and
lamps $ 8.40
Laconia Press Association, printing- and adver-
tising- 6.50
Laconia St Ry., tickets and power 28.75
Laconia Water Co., water 6.78
Charles F. Locke, supplies 10.56
Oscar A. Lougee, bunting- 4.90
D. K. Marsh & Co., coal 7.50
James McGloughlin, sewer grate 4.00
Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance .... 39.50
J. L. Meserve, blacksmithing 30.55
R. F. Moore, D. Y. S., services and medicine . 14.75
J. S. Morrill, peat moss 7.00
A. L. Morrison, filing saws and repairs ... 4.05
F. J. Moulton, glass and setting 3.00
O. T. Muzzey, filing saws .35
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service ... 24.52
L. M. Pike & Son, concreting 70.29
J. P. Pitman & Co., rope and burlap 14.43
W. L. Prescott, insurance 5.00
A. T. Quinby & Son, supplies 162.14
J. L. Roberts, coal 20.31
George H. Roby, 2,700 lbs. hay 27.00
Wesley D. Sanborn, labor and supplies .... 2.50
Sewer maintenance account, sewer permit . . 5.00
George N. Simpson, brick 90.00
John Parker Smith Co., grain and supplies . . 320.44
J. S. Smith & Co., labor and suppHes .... 17.94
Misses M. E. and E. F. Smith, grade .... 7.70
Stevens Bros., pipe coupling .25
J. Henry Story, carfare and supplies 4.77
J. E. Wilson, carfare 1.32
C. E. Swain, lumber 7.50
M. S. Swain, hay 56.32
N. R. Switser, burlap 2.75
O. W. Tavlor, blacksmithing 12.51
FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT. 155
H. ThomDson, push brooms and refilling- sweep-
er roll $ 21.00
Treworgy Ink & Pen Mfg-. Co., ink .75
F. C. True, setting- glass 3.72
Union Publishing- Co., directory 2.00
Weeks Bros., advertising- 3.00





Balance from last year
Appropriation -
By resolution
Received of C. D. Andre-v\'s, paper
Cottag:e street culvert account, engineering-
A. L. Davis, paper
Elm street improvements account, engi-
neering-
S. C. Frye, pencils
Hig'hways and bridges account, engineer-
ing-
A. E. Hoxie, telephone tolls
Laconia Electric Light Co., blue prints .
John F. Merrill, draughting-
William Nelson, note book
vSewer maintenance account, engineering- .
Paid as Follows.
$ 1.48
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Boulia, Gorrell Co., stakes $ 7.50
H. J. Gag'ne, bounds 16.25
Kate A. Gilman, typewriting: ......... 1.00
P. F. Holahan, stone bounds 5.00
W. D. Huse & Sons, repairing' tapes 1.50
Herbert A. Jones, copy of Gilford records . . 2.25
Joseph Killourliy, tracing' cloth 2.00
Laconia St. Ry. Co., tickets 30.00
G. G. Ledder, supplies 46.68
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service . . . 14.02
A. T. Quinby & Son, supplies 3.55
Wesley D. Sanborn, flash light 2.00






Balance from last year $ 490.66
Appropriation 1,000.00
Received of Mrs. Ralph Adams, sewer permit 5.00
George M. Aldrich, " " 5.00
O. D. Brown, " '" 5.00
Gordon Burleigh, " " 5.00
Thomas Caveney, plumber's license ... .50




Mrs. Frances E. Clough, sewer permit . . 5:00
E. vS. Cook, sewer permit 5.00
C. C. Dame, plumber's license .50
H. A. Davis, sewer permit 5.00
George E. Durrell, sewer permit .... 5.00
Mrs. Susan J. Durrell, sewer permit ... 5.00
W. S. Dutton, plumber's license .... .50
F. R. Folsom, sewer permits ... ... 10.00
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Received of __
W. N. Gauthier, sewer permit $ 5.00
Mrs. Emma Oilman, sewer permit .... 5.00
Jo.seph H. Ging-ras, " " ... 5.00
Edward Hamilton, use of pump .75
Laura B. Hibbard, sewer permit .... 5.00
Marj- Gale Hibbard, " " .... 10.00
Hig-hways and bridges account, sewer per-
mit 5.00
R. N. Jenkins, sewer permit 5.00
Ladd & Keasor, " " 5.00
Mrs. Sarah Ladd, " " 5.00
William H. Lamprey, sewer permit ... . 5.00
W. P. Lamprey " " ... 5.00
M. H. McNally, plumber's license .... .50
Thomas McNamara, plumber's license . . .50
Mrs. H. E. Marston, sewer permit .... 5.00
John N. Meader, sewer ])ermit 5.00
John Morrisey, plumber's license .... .50
Miss Mary O'Donnell, sewer permit . . . 5.00
Jessie L. 0\Shea, " " ... 5.00
Patrick O'Shea, " " ... 5.00
Mrs. Nellie B. Parsons, " " ... 5.00
Walter S. Price, " " ... 5.00
Estate of Joseph Ranlet, " "... 5.00
Fred A. Sanborn, " " ... 5.00
J. E. Sanborn, plumber's license .50
Mrs. Flora J. vSleeper, sewer permit . . . 5.00
Clayton V. Stanley, plumber's license . . .50
John J. Sullivan, " " . . 1.00
Mrs. Annie Thompson, sewer permit . . 5.00
John H. Thompson, " " . . 5.00
Leroy L. Thompson, " " . . 5.00
C. W. Tyler, " " . . 10.00
A. M. Wakeman, " *' . . 5.00
,701.41
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Paid as Follows:
F. G. Berry, salary
F. G. Berry, expenses paid .
City engineering' account, engineering . . . .
C. C. Dame, labor
E. J. Dinsmore, repairs
Highways and bridges account, labor and sup-
plies
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and supplies . . .
Laconia Water Co., pipe and water
Thomas McNamara, labor .
A. T. Quinby & Son, sash cord
Wesley D. Sanborn, batteries
J. S. Smith & Co., sewer pipe
John Parker Smith, cement






By resolution $ 2.000.00
Paid as Follows:
City eng-ineering- account, eng-ineering- .... $ 29.58
Highways and bridges account, labor and ma-
terials 323.18






City engineering account, engineering .... $ 12.85
H. J. Gag-ne, stone work 275.00





Board of Public Works.
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation $ 23,500.00
plumbing for High school . . . 1,000.00
Received from police department 5.25
John H. Dow & Son (soft coal) 110.79
tuition, grammar schools 100.05
High school 732.93
$25,449.02
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Paid as Follows:
Alvin Abbott, labor $ 59.15
Morrill Ames, labor and cash paid out .... 40.63
J. P. Atkinson, cleaning- supplies 7.67
Geo. B. Avers, labor and wood 9.00
J. B. Ayer, labor and wood 16.25
A. M. Barber, paper and hanging- same . . 5.93
C. H. Batchelder, flag' and equipment .... 4.88
J. H. Blaisdell, cash paid railroad tickets . . . 142.05
W. H. Brawn, labor on furnace 6.00
D. M. Boynton, labor and cash paid 3.10
J. H. Booth, clock and repairs 4.75
Fred Chattle, sawing- wood 2,25
Citizens Telephone Co., service 15.00
C. H. Cong"don, chromatic pitch pipes .... 4.71
C. N. Crowell, mason work 18.85
American Book Co., books 209.07
D. Appleton Co., books • 13.09
Allyn & Bacon, books 27.75
Atkinson, Mentzer & Co., books and supplies . 18.25
American Decorating- Co., decorating- old home
week 10.00
Edward E. Babb & Co 87.06
F. J. Barnard & Co., books 10.95
Milton Bradley Co., books 27.24
John B. Clark Co., paper supplies 3.75
C. A. Clark Co., diplomas and printing- . . . 9.50
Cook Lumber Co., lumber and repairs .... 25.54
A. B. Dick & Co., stencil supplies 4.60
Win Disenfectant Co., 10 gals, disenfectants . 11.00
J. H. Dow & Son, coal 701.10
Earl Ink Co., 20g-allons ink 8.00
Eimer & Amend, books 17.19
Education, Board of, services 90.00
G. R. Fisk & Co., g-raduation ribbon .... 5.63
Frost, Adams & Co., charcoal crayons .... .50
Ginn & Co., books 167.28
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J. L. Hainmett & Co., books and supplies ... $ 298.63
D. C. Heath & Co.. " "... 109.84
Hinds & Noble, " " ... 4.60
Holden Book Cover Co., books and covers . . 9.06
Henry Holt S: Co., books 30.86
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 80.18
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and stock .... 12.41
W. D. Huse & Sons, plumbing- High school . 900.45
Jeffries & vShepard, repairs and stock .... 34.00
Johnson & Sinall, cord of wood 6.50
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, desk and books . . 27.82
George F. King & Co., desk and books ... 9.98
L. E. Knott Co., chemical .supplies 56.74
Laconia Elec. Ltg. Co., light at High school 12.33
Press Asso., printing 101.10
vStreet Railway, pupils' tickets .... 430.48
Library Bureau, index cards 5.40
Little, Brown & Co., books 5.00
Longman, Green & Co., supplies 2.75
Lougee-Robinson Co., furniture and supplies . 27.87
D. K. Marsh & Co., coal 797.11
Maynard, Merrill Co., books 45.66
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 39.10
O'Shea Furniture Co., desks and supplies . . 215.07
L. M. Pike & Co., 110 yards concrete .... 33.00
J. P. Pitman & Co., hardware supi^lies ... 9.07
Prang's Education Co., books 1.08
A. T. Quinby & Son, hardware supplies . . . 53.90
Rand, McNally& Co., books 20.09
Benj. H. Sanborn Co., books 7.50
Scott, Foresman & Co., books ... .... . . 10.06
Sibley & Co., books 3.33
Silver, Burdette & Co., books 221.09
J. S. Smith & Co., supplies 5.40
S. J. Steinmetz, two door-holders 3.70
Thompson, Brown & Co,, books and supplies . 30.30
Wadsworth, Howland & Co., paint supplies . . 22.15
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L. Wilkinson & Co., moulding- and glass ... $ 1.24
Weeks Bros., printing 5.25
Winn. Gas & Electric Co., gas 21.31
E. L. Cram, supplies 1.75
W. G. Cram, coal 39.85
Cushing- block, rent of room 12.50
C. C. Dame, repairs and supplies 61.26
Hannah Dame, cleaning" windows 1.00
Harry Dame, sawing- wood 2.00
D. H. Elliott, cartag-e and exprcssage .... 50.77
Scott Fletcher, labor 4.20
F. E. French, repairing" lock 1.60
C. A. George, oil and supplies 1.62
U. G. Hall, teaming- 10.10
J. B. Harmon, repairing- desks 4.50
W. D. Heath, repairing- clocks 3.25
H. F. Hilliard, cleaning- 10.00
Hunt Pen Co., 25 gross pens 7.50
Ira S. Jackman, chemical g-lassware 78.27
Frank A. James, labor and cash paid .... 88.37
L. M. James, kindlings 1.50
A. W. Jewett, sawing wood 10.80
L. J. Kimball, labor 28.61
C. F. Locke, hardware supplies 13.29
George E. Lougee, labors and supplies .... 44.75
Thomas McNamara, piping repairs 5.58
Carl Merrill, tuning piano 2.50
Geo. H. Mitchell, hardware supplies 20.78
Fred E. ]\Ioore, kindling wood 2.00
O. T. Muzz}^ labor and stock 4.24
Fred H. Osgood, music 22.65
E. M. Pitman, kindlings 2.50
J. E. Post, floor brushes 4.25
W. L. Prescott, insurance 112.50
C. L. Pulcifer, cash paid for labor 5.75
H, B. Quinby, 37 cords wood 185.00
J. L. Roberts, coal 145.72
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Grace M. Rowen, copy in e census cards . . . S 5.or>
W. D. wSanborn, electric work r 58.86
J. M. Sanborn, labor 22.25
L. J. Severance, labor and wood 10.OO
John Parker Smith, paints and seed 18.86
Wesley B. Stevens, labor 2.50
Henry W. Stone, engrossing- diplomas .... 3.40-
H. H. wStone, mason work 700
G. W. Tarlson, hardware 4.00
H. Thompson, brooms' 10.25
A. A. Tilton. wood 13.50
D. A. Trojano, transportation of pupils . . . 53.75
Wm. B. VanDuzer, rent of opera house . . . 30.00
W.J.Webster, painting and supplies .... 113.30
Fred W. Wilcox, sawing wood 6.50'
Fred A. Young, insurance 150.00
Janitors' pay roll 1,190.01
Teachers' payroll 17,253.64





Insurance from fire 4,000.00
vSale of junk 4.20
j;i4.004.20
Paid as Follows:
Tearing down old building and cleaning ui^ lot S 154.87
John B. Varrick, mortar stain 53.66-
Boulia, (Worrell e^.- Co 439.19
Joseph Clement, plumbin.^ 152.60^
Dennis O'vShea 9.60-
W. D. Huse & Sons 4.4^
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Cook's Lumber Co $ 515.28
Guay & Wallace, as follows:
52^2 casks cement 103.22
8 bag-s cement 3.30
•191 bbls. lime 181.60
95 bushels hair 19.00
113 M. brick, with frcig-ht 791.00
9.12 M. hemlock lumber 148.20
.696 M. hard pine 31.32
1.9 M. spruce 47.50
Job teaming- 26.05
Miscellaneous items , 51.87
Pay-roll as follows:
Oct. 28, 1905 248.24
^ov. 11, 1905 236.81
Nov. 26, 1905 814.26
Dec. 9, 1905 . . . . ' 669.70
Dec. 23, 1905 219.06
Jan. 6, 1906 324.15
T. H. Lachance, trucking 29.40
Fuller, Warren Co. 40'/ heating' and ventilat-
ing system 559.20
D. K. Marsh, teaming 58.40
International Paper Co 18.20
E. M. Lamarre, 29 M. brick 145.00
Freig-ht 93.58
Alpha Portland Cement Co., 64 barrels cement 124.80
A. T. Quinby «S: Son 25.72
Laconia Car Co. Works 5.37
J. H. Dow & Son 18.75
Charles F. Locke 48.32
J. H. Lawson, slating and cornice work . . . 760.00





Resolution, new hose 800.00'




j. P. Atkinson, supplies $ 7.81
C. J. Averw labor and supplies 26.98
A. E. Barley, lunch for firemen 3. 80'
E. G. Baker, books and blanks 2.25-
Henry K. Barnes, 100 feet Jacket hose .... 60.00
Henry K. Barnes, firemen supplies 98.45
John Battis, team for parade 3.00'
Frank A. Bean, team hire 61.00
F. H. Belville, repairing- hose 8.20
A. H. Bennett, hay 30.81
William H. Brawn, repair supplies, piping' . . 74.50
Guy P. Brooks, service as driver 235.75
John J. Cassidy, labor 1.10
John H. Clark, labor brush fire 1.00
Frank W. Clow, team and hard wood . . . . 22.00'
American Locomotive Co., labor on steamer . 25.25
BouHa, Gorrell Co., labor 6.44
Citizens Telephone Co., service 25.65
Combination Ladder Co., coats and supplies . 78.00'
• Combination Ladder Co., 500 feet fire hose . . 3.75
Cole Manufacturing- Co., labor 5.67
Cook Lumber Co., labor and supi')lies .... 23.40
Cornelius Callahan, fire supplies 78.75
J. H. Dow & Son, coal 126.54
Fairbanks Co., 450 feet Red cross hose .... 360.00
John L. Foster, use of horses 2.0 '
Guay & Wallace, repairs fire station 2.73-
W. D. Huse & Sf)ns, repairs chemical tank . . 2. 33'
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W. D. Huse &• Sons, steam whistle for part of
year $ 201.39
Johnson &: Small, drawing liose 2.75
knight & Thompson, tire extinguishers and
eqtiipments 47.75
Laconia Car Co. Works, castin.u' sui:»plies . . . 7.29
Lake City Laimdry, laundry for tire station . . 8.34
Laconia Electric Lighting- Co., lights, supplies 47.52
Laconia Press Asso., letter heads 4.00
Laconia Street Railway Co., car for firemen . 4.70
Laconia Water Co., water at station . ... 6.52
Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance, Central
station 68.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., services 16.52
O'Shea Furniture Co., furniture for engineer
room 29.50
Pitman Manufacturing Co., 100 lbs. blue vitriol 6.00
A. T. Quinby & wSon, hardware supplies . . . 46.90
Reversible Tube Cleaner Co., one cleaner . . 3.00
First Unitarian Society, use of bell 1 year . . 12.00
C. F. Young &- Co., decorating stations . . . 20.00
A. M. Cotton, hay 25.38
Wm. G. Cram, half cord wood 3.50
C. C. Dame, piping hose house No. 4 . . . . 43.02
D. L. Davis, wood 3.50
W. R. Davidson, services and labor 28.00
W. E. Decrow, fire alarm supplies and repairs 22.47
E. J. Dinsmoor, harness stipplies 57.40
Charles Dublois, extra labor Clow's fire . . . 1.00-
Eugene Emer\-, labor 1.75
Alphonse Fournier, labor as steward 13.18
A. J. Fournier, extra labor 1.00
Alphonse Francois, extra labor 1.00
Frank E. French, repairing lock and keys . . 2.25
Frank Goyette, extra labor 1.00
F. Marshall Greenwood, fire alarm supplies . . 4.20
S. A. Garland, drawing hose 1.50
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A. M. (iray, cleaning- out h.\-drants $ S.70
John M. Guax-, painting- hose wagons, lettering-
coats 114.32
T. F. Hennessey, emergency outfit 2.00
W. E. Holahan, labor 5.80
G. S. and A. J. Howe, 2 barrels blue vitrol . 54.00
A. E. Howe, use of teams 7.00
F. Joyal, labor 2.00
Charles Keay, labor at brush fire ...... 10.00
E. H. Kennedy, labor at Clow's fire 4.00
Knig-ht & Huntress, pillow slips .60
T. H. Lachance, teaming and labor 4.70
Albert B. Ladd, whip 1.50
Ed. Letourneau, labor 1.00
Charles F. Locke, hardware supplies 24.69
Georg-e F. Mallard, hay and straw 66.45
S. D. McGloughlin, two new hose wagons . . 345.50
S. D. McGloughlin, blacksmith work 51.20
George H. Mitchell, su]:)plies .70
Fred E. Moore, coal and wood 5.09
F. H. Moore, grain 107.90
R. F. Moore, veterinary services 14.50
J. S. Morrill, grain 22.65
Ed. P. Morin, labor 1.00
O. T. Muzzey, hardware supplies 10.77
E. H. Nichols, pa])ering room hose house No. 4 10.50
Henrv J. Odell, rent of land hose house . . . 25.00
Dennis O'Shea, bedding 4.27
Charles Paquette, labor as steward 5.25
A. Paradis, use of horse 1.20
N. Perry, watching 2.00
H. E. Philbrook, horse hire 20.50
C. W. Plummer, supplies 1.23
W. M. Rickert, framing notices .75
J. L. Roberts, coal and wood 102.50
B. W. Rollins, labor on carria.ge 1.05
W. D. Sanborn, labor and sujiplies, hose No. 4 9.85
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W. D. Sanborn, wirini;' hose house, Weirs . . 16.00
Charles H. Sanborn, care of hydrants .... 5.00
George C. Sanborn, labor, hose No. 4 house . 25.51
W. H. Sanborn, storing- sleigh 1.00
W. W. Saunders, supt. fire alarm, 1 year ... 150.00
Fred S. Shepard, labor 1.75
John Parker Smith, grain 34.40
J. S. Smith & Co., repairs and supplies . . . 15.37
W. F. J. Smith, watching 2.00
A. W. Spring, supplies and cash paid out . . 21.00
Geo. W. Tarlson, team for parade 4.00
W. A. Taylor, metal polish 1.25
E. C. Thompson, team hire 11.00
Frank A. Tilton, service to Aug. 21 314.00
Frank Z. Trembly, oil .86
H. B. Tilton, labor 7.25
Arthur Whitten, labor at hose No. 4 17.70
A. J. Wiggin, services at station 11.55
James A. Wilcox, hay 101.64
A. W. Wilcox, hauling hose 7.96
L. H. Wilkinson, wall paper, hose No. 2 . . . 1.83
Albert Griffin, chief engineer, 1 year 100.00
T. H. Lachance, assistant engineer, 1 year . . 50.00
Albert Howe, services as asst. engineer 1 yr. . 50.00
Fred B. Smith, services as asst. engineer 1 yr. 50.00
Arthur W. vSpring, services as asst. engineer
1 year 50.00
Pay roll:
Steamer Co. No. 1, for 1 yr 360.00
Hook and Ladder No. 1, for 1 yr 420.00
Hook and Ladder No. 2, for 1 yr 450.00
J. A. Greene Hose Co., No. 1, for 1 yr. . 120.00
Geo. A. Sanders Hose Co., No. 2, for 1 yr. 360.00
Reliance Hose Co., No. 3, for 1 yr. ... 235.42
J. S. Crane Hose Co., No. 4, for 1 yr. . . 360.00
Niagara Hose Co., No. 5, for 1 yr 50.00
Hose Co., No. 6, for lyr 150.00
FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT. 16^
Hose Co., No. 6, extra labor nt fire . . .$ 9.40
J. S. Crane Hose Co., extra labor .... 16.00
Hose Co., No. 3, 2 months to disbandment 43.30
Transfer account, balance unexpended .... 67.49
7,233.59
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation . . . $ 4,500.00
Paid as Follows:
J. P. Atkinson, cleaning- supplies $ 1.42
A. E. Bag'ley, meals for prisoners 6.10
Gtiy P. Brooks, cleaning' lobby 2.00
C. E. Bruce, stop watch 5.00
Cit. Tel Co., extra bell service 6.75
A. C. Cochran & Co., meals for prisoners . . 2.30
Cook Lumber Co., chair rail 1.00
E. L. Cram, cleaning supplies 1.22
D. L. Davis, coal and kindlings 8.56
C. N. Deneault, photos of criminals 18.75
E. A. Elsam, " " 1.25
F. F. Elkins, labor on lobby 4.50
Robert S. Foss, repairing desks .65
Frank E. French, fitting keys 2.50
Frank L. Oilman, postal supplies 16.30
Mrs. Natt Hurd, cleaning lobby 3.00
Laconia Electric Lighting Co., lights and sup-
plies 13.57
Laconia Press Assn., printing blanks .... 37.15
Library Bureau, index cards 10.85
Charles Maher, office supplies 8.80
Raphael Masstrangialo, police supplies .... 18.50
S. D. McGloughlin, repair ofiice chairs .... 5.55
E. B. McLoskey, team hire 2.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service and extra bells 57.75
Odd Fellows Bid. Assn., rent of room, one year 84.00
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Harry B. Parker, meals for prisoners $ 32.75
H. E. Philbrook, team hire 4.25
Philbrook Bros., team hire 29.00
J. P. Pitman & Co., paint supplies 6.17
AVm. Read & Sons, six colts revolvers and equip-
ments 75.76
Remington Typewriter Co., paper supplies . . 3.75
J. L. Roberts, coal 22.90
H. E. Rowen, services 5.00
W. D. Sanborn, electric work 10.45
H. K. W. Scott, cash paid out 49.69
J. S. Smith &: Co., labor and supplies .... 10.72
E. C. Thompson, team hire 15.75
Frank A. Tilton, painting- lockup 6.00
L. H. Wilkinson, frame and giass 1.50
Winn. Gas & Electric Co., gas .18
L. B. Woodman, team hire 34.75
F. S. Webster Co., pencil cutter 1.00
Pay-roll 3,870.56




Received fines and costs, criminal cases . . . 980.09
civil cases 18.00
Resolution furnishing- police court room . . . 100.00
$ 1,099.09
Paid as Follows.
E. G. Baker, letter heads $ 4.75
Belknap county farm, board of jDrisoners ... 102.14
Belknap county farm, board of prisoners, jail . 8.57
Laconia Elec. Ltg\ Co., electric supplies . . . 10.24
Laconia Press Asso., i')rinting' leg'al documents 15.50
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M. B. Plumtner, services as clerk, 1 year . .
State Ind. school, keepiiii^" juvenile offenders .
H. K. W. Scott, cash paid, cleaning- court room
T. W. Thompson, justice fees
Oscar L. Young", services as justice, 1 year
Furnishing- court ro(^m.
Cook Lumber Co., platform, post antt rail
Loug-ee- Robinson Co., furniture . . .
Transfer account, balance unexpended .
$ 100.00
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C. F. Locke, aid Mrs. Campbell
N. H. State Hospital, board Miss O'Brien to
Sept. 30, '05
H. E. Philbrook, aid Mrs. L. B. Swain
C. W. Plummer, aid Mrs. Swain .

















Arthur Tucker, service overseer of poor, 1 yr


























W. H. Brawn, aid Rollins family $ 1.75
M. M. Cole, collecting" milk for inspection . . 5.54
G. A. Collins, disenfectant su]jplies 2.85
E. L. Cram, aid Mrs. Davis 4.97
(t. H. Cram " Berry fainily 5.70
King' family 27.86
Gosselin family 11.29
D. L. Davis " Mrs. Davis 3.78
Gosselin family 5.62
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J. H. Dow &- Son, aid Kino- family $ 1 gO
Hattie I. Etheridg-e, nurse to Cotton family . . 25.00
J. J. Healey. burial of Davis child 13.00
Mrs. W. S. Kendall, nurse to Berry family . . 15.00
C. W. Plummer, disenfectants quarantine cases 20.65
F. Z. Trembley, aid Cullard family 12.96
W. H. True, cash paid abating- nuisances, etc. 20.07
F. C. Watson, aid Mrs. Acheron 10.66
Fortier family 17.29
Mary J. Webster, nurse to Emma Perkins . . 12.00
J. A. Wrisley, cash paid abating- nuisance . . 1.00
Board of Health, services for year 200.00
$ 418.89
HYDRANT SERVICE.
Appropriation - . . $2,400.00
Paid as Follows:
Laconia Water Co., 91 hydrants to Sept. 1, 1906 $ 2,253.11
Winn. Campmeeting" Assn., rent of four hy-
drants, 11 months to Jan. 1, 1906 .... 91.67




Transfer account, amount overdrawn .... 44.07
$ 7,044.07
Paid as Follow^s.
Harry Hilliard, lig-hting- lamps. Weirs . . . .$ 52.00
Charles F. Locke, g-lass and labor 1.50
Georg-e E. Sanborn, lamp supplies 8.90
G. W. Tarlson, lamp supplies 22.49
H. A. Webster, lig-hting- lamps. Ward six . . 174.90
Laconia Electric Light Co 6,784.28
$7,044.07




Board of assessors, services one year . . . . 1
W. L. Melcher, mayor, six months' salary . .
B. F. Drake,
C. F. Locke, tax collector, salary and commis-
sion
S. S. Jewett, city solicitor, salary one year . .
A. W. Dinsmoor, city treasurer, salary one year
J. F. Trask, city clerk, salary one year . . . .
G. H. Saltmarsh, city physician, one year . .
J. H. Story, board of public works, one year .





R. P. Dow, supervisor, chairman



















Est. S. C. Robinson, "
W. F. Severance, "
Archie B. Sanborn, "
Oscar F. Flanders "
Walter H. Rines, " resigned March,
1905
Harry H. Wardwell, ward clerk, resigned Sep-
tember, 1905




































American Express Co., express oh city reports $ 3.15
A. E. Ba.ulc}-, meals for election officers, Ward
six 5.00
E. Ct. Baker, stationery supplies 11.58
F. H. Blackbird, pens 3.00
Boulia, Gorrell & Co., lumber supplies .... 5.80
C. E. Bruce, repairing" clock .75
Josei:)h H. Clement, sanitaries, city tenement . 67.70
A. C. Cochran & Co., meals for election officers
Ward two 3.50
A. C. Cochran & Co., meals for election officers
Ward five 3.50
vS. B. Cole, cash paid, labor city tenement . . 2.50
Cook Lumber Co., labor city offices 3.50
W. D. Huse & Sons, repairs 2.53
Independent vStatesman, adv. non-res. taxes . 21.75
Laconia Electric Lighting- Co., ligfhts city clock 19.20
Press Ass'n, printing- city reports . . 260.88
. 43.00
Water Co., water for city tenement . . 4.96
watering- troug-hs .... 242.91
Chas. ]\Iaher, office supplies 3.25
D. K. Marsh & Co., labor on safes 6.00
Odd Fellows Bldg-. Asso., rent of hall for elec-
tion 10.00
O'Shea Furniture Co., rent of storehouse for
election 6.00
J. P. Pitman & Co., desk locks 1.20
A. T. Quinby & Son, hardware supplies ... 2.32
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service for 1 yr. . . . 16.97
F. S. Webster & Co. supplies 8.01
Winn. (las & Elec. Co., gas city eng:ineer"s
office .54
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Weeks Bros., printing-, tax collector, city ckrk
and assessors $ 112.38
Edson C. Eastman, tax collector's books ... 12.46
Frank L. Oilman, postal supplies, city clerk .
and city treasurer 37.86
H. N. Oilman, meals for election day, Ward 2 3.5()
John M. Ouay, sign for mayor's office .... 7.50
J. T. Ouay, repairs in assessor's office .... 3.68
W. J. Haddock, rent of carriage house for elec-
tion 5.00
Hobbs, Warren Co., supplies 2.70
W. D. Heath, repairs on city clock 6.00
E. G. Howe, team election day 1.00
S. vS. Jewett, expense, cit>- solicitor out of cit\- 33.37
M. E. Johnson, co]:)ying" inventory 20.00
assisting clerk 25.50
T. B. Ladd, silver band for gavel • 1.00
Charles F. Locke, tax collector, stamped envel-
opes 81.62
C. P. Lougee, repairing combination of safe . .50
Oeorge O. Neal, binding city reports .... 85.75
inventor}', bill, and tax re-
ceipt books 31.65
S. D. McOloughlin, repairing chairs 3.60
A. C. Moore, auditing city books 10.00
Engineering News, advertising proposals, street
lighting 31.20
Mrs. Annie O'Connor, rent of room for election
and meals for officers, Ward 1 9.50
B. & M. R. R., mileage 40.00
M. B. Plummer, recording conveyances and
deed 20.70
C. W. Plummer, supplies 8.90
W. L. Prescott, premium on insurance .... 20.50
Melcher & Prescott Agency, premium on insui--
ance 15.40
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Mechanical Accountant Co., adding- machine,
order No. 404 $ 125.00
Remingfton Typewriter Co., record book . . . 7.00
W. M. Rickert, repairing chair .75
J. L. Roberts, wood for ward rooms 6.28
Wesley D. Sanborn, electric light work . . . 3.65
M. E. Shaw, cleaning city offices 75.75
S. J. Steinmetz, door holder 1.95
N. H. Switzer, furniture. Ward 5 room .... 2.00
G. W. Tarlson, team for sewer committee . . 1.50
E. C. Thompson, team for fire alarm committee 3.00
J. F. Trask, recording vital statistics .... 109.75
completing- " " for state 12.50
cash paid out, incidentals .... 8.90
Union Pub. Co., 6 city directories ... ... 12.00
F. O. Wallace, meals, March election .... 3.50
F. A. Young, premium on insurance 20.50
Committee street lighting, investigating street
lighting plant 9.66
Engineering record, advertising proposals for
street lighting 6.40
A. W. Wilcox, moving supervisors' cabinet . . .75
Frank W. Swain, copy election returns ... 1.00
Chas. D. Kenison " " " ... 1.00
Harry H.Wardwell," " " ... 1.00
Arthur A. Tyler, " " " ... 1.00
Ralph B. Oilman, " " " ... 1.00
H. E. Philbrook, " " " ... 1.00
Rev. J. F. Babb, marriage records returned 2.75
W. Batshasard " " " .25
L. J. Bamberg, " .75
Thomas Cain, " .25
J. Desmond, " .25
E. D. Disbrow, " " " .50
J. E. Dubois, " " " 5.00
F. D. George,
,
" " " .25
W. H. Getchell, " " " 1.75
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Rev. G. B. Goodrich, marriag-e license re
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Laconia Press Assn., printing- blanks . . .
C. S. Little, 'sheep killed by dog-s
H. E. Rowen, services as dog officer . . . .
Weeks Bros., printing- blanks




















Billiard and pool licenses S 153.00








Darius A. Drake Post, No. 36 $ 115.00
John L, Perley, Jr., Post No. 37 115.00
$ 230.00
AID TO DEPENDENT SOLDIERS, ETC
Appropriations $ 100.00
Transfer account, balance unexpended .... 100.00
COTTAGE HOSPITAL
Appropriation $ 750.00
Paid J. W. Ashman, treasurer 750.00
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Appropriation $ 2,500.00
Paid J. W. Ashman, treasurer 2,500.00
ISOLATION HOSPITAL
Balance Feb. 15, 1905, to complete repairs . . $ 345.72
Paid as Follows:
Charles H. Berry, painting, papering, etc. . . $ 30.30
Cook Lumber Co., lumber and supplies . . . 42.70
A. T. Quinby & Son, hardware supplies . . . .49
Lougee-Robinson & Co., furniture and bedding 137.20
Shannon Hardware Co., hardware supplies . . 5.16
Geo. T. Tasker, shingling as per contract . . 15.00
C. A. Young, labor 4.15
A. C. Wyatt, labor and supplies 5.75




Transfer account, no appropriation $ 157.60
Paid as Follows:






J. F. Trask, expense tendering" award ....








Frank E. Biisiel, cash' paid out $ 27.31
clock 15.00
John M. Guay, " 3.00
Nanz & Co., 6 clocks and attachments .... 90.00
W. W. Sanders, labor on clocks 2.50
Balance unexpended, to liabilities 12.19
$ 150.00
WARD 6 COUPON NOTES.
Appropriation $ 1,000.00
Paid Nos. 21 and 22 1,000.00
INTEREST, WARD 6 COUPON NOTES.
Appropriation ......$ 166.25
Paid coupons due in 1905 166.25
CITY OF LACONIA FUNDING BONDS.
Appropriation $ 2,000.00
Paid Nos. 19 and 20 $ 2,000.00
SCHOOLHOUSE NOTES.
Appropriation $ 5,000.00
Paid Nos. 21 to 25, 27 to 30 inclusive .... 4,500.00




Interest paid . ; 450.00
INTEREST ON BONDS AND NOTES.
Appropriation $ 9,000.00
Transfer account, overdrawn 427.01
$ 9,427.01
Paid as Follows.
Interest on notes $ 1,827.01
town of Laconia bonds 2,580.00




Owing on notes Feb. 15, 1905 $42,369.15
Received on notes during- the year 49,375.00
$91,744.15
Paid on notes during- the year $45,354.15
Owing on notes Feb. 15, 1906 46,390.00
$91,744.15
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INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY.
Gale library and fund $170,000.00
Library lot 21,000.00
Isolation hospital 1,895.00
Grade lot Union avenue 2,500.00
High school building- and furniture 30,000.00
Bowman street building and lot 12,000.00
Harvard street " " 14,000.00
Gilford avenue " " 9,000.00
Washington street " "....... 15,000.00
Mechanic street " " 10,000.00
Batchelder street " " 15,000.00
Bell and clock on First Christian church ... $ 500.00
Street dept., see board of public works . . . 12,615.50
City engineer's office 733.63
Cost of sewer 119,821.00
Sewer department 522.10
Fire dept., see report of chief engineer . . . 31,756.23
Furniture, safes and books, mayor and city
clerk's office and council room 2,099.00
Furniture and safe in assessor's office .... 250.00
Police dept., see report of police dept 2,149.25
$470,841.71
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PROPERTY SOLD CITY FOR TAXES.
Balance of amount purchased on '98 list (asset) $ 53.34
'99 list " 153.11
'00 list " 159.71
'01 list " 298.28
'02 list " 391.93
'03 list
non resident 452.87
Interest collected, triansfer account 18.32
Amount repaid Dec, 1905
471.19
233.71
Balance, asset, Feb., 15, 1906 S 237.48
Balance of amount purchased on '93 list
Interest collected, transfer account . .
Amount repaid Dec, 1905 .






Amount purchased on 1904 list, non resident
Interest collected, transfer account ....
Error in taxation, abated
Amount repaid Dec, 1905 .
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MISCELLANEOUS LIABILITIES, ADDED.
February 15, 1906.
Missing- coupons town of Laconia bonds, due July,
1905 (Nos. 26, 27, 28, 29, 37) $100.00
Missing- coupons town of Laconia bonds, due Jan.,
1906 (Nos. 2, 3, 18, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 36, 37,
43, 44, 48) 260.00
Coupons, sewer and funding bonds, due April, 1905
(No. 50) 20.00
Coupons, sewer and funding bonds, due Oct., 1905
(17, 18, 19, 50) go. 00
Coupons, schoolhouse notes, July, 1905 (Nos. 26,
31, 32, 33) 30.00
Coupons, schoolhouse notes, Jan., 1906 (Nos. 26,
31, 32, 33) 30.00
L. C. Huse, awards Edwards street 1.00




Unpaid coupons, town of Laconia bonds, due July,
1904 $100.00
Unpaid coupons, town of Laconia bonds, due Jan.
1905 240.00
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due July, 1903 7.50
Jan., 1904 7.50
" July, 1904 7.50
" Jan., 1905 37.50
If II
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C. &M. R. R. land damage $ 2.00
Henry Hanscombe 2.00
Lake Co 2.00
Eliza D. Morrison 1.00
Ella A. Eastman 1.00
Mrs. B. J. Rollins 1.00
B. F. Drake, Jr 1.00
C. C. Dame 1.00
M. Grog-an 1.00
Mary D. Quimby . 1.00
Grace J. Hunt 1.00
Harriett A. Sanborn ... . i.oo
Treasurer, ^Methodist church 1.00




Appropriation for repairing- canal covering . . $ 800.00
Due for land damages:
John T. Glazebrook . . .' 1.00
Emma F. Wilmot ] .00
G. L. Wallace 1.00
O. L. and A. J. Gilman 1.00
O.L.Sanborn 1.00
Mary C. Wilkinson 83.33
Mrs. Hattie Henderson 1.00
Hay & Chase 2.00
E. W. Batchelder 32.37
H. C. Hay 1.00
Est. of S. C. Clark 1.00
Bert Clark 1.00
David N. Morgan 1.00
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inir rails Street Rv.
Due for land damag'cs:
Clara Leavitt . . .
Ezra B. Willoughby
Est. S. C. Clark, rela\
Geo H. Smith,


























L. C. Huse, lay-out of Edwards St
C. J. Sanborn,



































Unpaid coupons, town of Laconia bonds, due
Jan. 1905, No. 37
Unpaid coupons, town of Laconia bonds, due
July, 1905, Nos. 26, 27, 27, 29, 37 ... .
Unpaid coupons, town of Laconia bonds, due
Jan., 1906. Nos. 2, 3, IS, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 36, 37, 43, 44, 48
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due July,
1903, Nos. 26, 31, 32, 33
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due Jan.,
1904, Nos. 26, 31, 32, 33
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due July,
1904, Nos. 31, 32, 33, 46
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due Jan.,
1905. Nos. 26, 31, 32, 33
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due July,
1905, Nos. 26, 31, 32, 33
Unpaid coupons, schoolhouse notes, due Jan.,
1906, Nos. 26, 31, 32, 33
Unpaid coupons, sewer and funding' bonds, due
April, 1905, No. '50
Unpaid coupons, sewer and funding" bonds, due
Oct., 1905, Nos. 17, 18, 19, 50
$1,619.70
$ 20.00





Support of poor 966.00
Health department 118.89
Street lighting- •. . . 44.07
Interest on bonds and notes 427.01
Land damage account 157.60
Fire alarm appropriation, extra 700.00
Old Home Week appropriation 500.00
Purchase of clock and bell in tower of First
Christian church 500.00
Abatement of taxes, 1904 840.16
Abatement of taxes, 1905 1,716.80
Miscellaneous liabilities, added 522.00
Miscellaneous liabilities paid, no appropriation 16.00
Abatements property sold city, 1904, non res-
ident 9.49
Destruction brown-tail moths 119.30
Furnishing- police court room, appropriation 100.00
Watchman time clock, appropriation .... 150.00
]\Iechanic street schoolhouse 10,000.00
Interest on trust funds 102.66
Interest O. W. Goss bequest, hospital ... 16.05
New hose appropriation 800.00
City engineering- appropriation, extra . . . . 397.77





State of New Hampshire $ 12,630.47












Aid dependent soldiers and their families . . 100.00




" " interest collected 347.25
Miscellaneous receipts 145.20
liabilities, settled 559.17
Schoolhouse note No. 26 500.00
Interest col. property sold city, 1903 non-res. . 18.32
" 1904 " . 3.91
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
ASSETS.
Cash on hand S
Gilford tax list . . :
Taxes, 1905 . . •


























Ward 6 notes ' . .
Town bonds
Sewer and funding- bonds




Interest on trust funds
O. W. Goss, bequest and interest
Miscellaneous liabilities
Balance, subject to draft. Mechanic street
schoolhouse
Balance, .subject to draft, fire alarm system .



















Balance, subject to draft, highways and
bridges, board of public works $ 1,488.10
Balance, subject to draft, sewer maintenance,
board of public works 647.89
Balance, subject to draft, city eng'ineering-,
board of public works 8.52
Balance, subject to draft, sewer construction,
board of public works 46.41
Balance, subject to draft, Water street im-
provement, board of public works . . . . 2,903.80
Balance, subject to draft. Elm street improve-





Town of Laconia, sewerage bonds,
4 per cent $ 65,000.00
Cit>' of Laconia, sewerage and
funding bonds, 4 per cent . . 117,000.00
City of Laconia, funding bonds,
4 per cent 10,000.00
Ward six coupon notes. 3H per
cent 4,000.00
Schoolhouse notes, (Washington




Notes outstanding $ 46,390.00
Miscellaneous liabilities 1,619.70
Trust funds (cemetery) 2,975.00
Interest on trust funds 180,59
Goss bequest and interest .... 516.05
$ 51,681.34
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BALANCE DUE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.




Water street improvement . . .
Elm street improvement ....
Mechanic street schoolhouse ac-
count
Fire alarm system




The following funds have been placed in ihe care of the city, in
trust, the income to be expended in the care of various lots in ceme-
teries within the city, agreeabl\- to chapter 40 of the public statutes,
and a resolution of the city council, adopted Nov. 27, 1S89:
Adelia G. Maxfield Trust Fund, for Care of Lot Nu. 67, Hillside
Cemetery.
Nov. 8, '00, deposited witli city treasurer $100.00
balance of interest unexjiended to Feb. 15, 1906 14.46
Ceorge L. Boynton Trust Fund, for Care of Lots 9 and 10, Sec. 5,
Bayside Cemetery.
Nov. 8, '00, deposited with city treasurer I 50.00
interest to Feb. 15, 1906 1.75
Cora M. Clay Trust Fund, for Care of Lot No. 164, Hillside
Cemetery.
AuK- 16, "00, deposited with city treasurer $ 50.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 5.39
Watson J/. Cray Trust hiind,for Care of Lot No. 149, Sec. 4, Bay-
side Cemetery.
June 9, '99, deposited with city treasurer j^lOO.OO
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 12.39
James A'. Cray T rusl Fund, for Care of Lot No. 572, Union
Cemetery.
Nov. 28, '99, depo.sited with city treasurer $175.00
balance of interest unexpended to t'eb. 15, 1906 6.80
William /:". Cray T rust l-'und, for Care of Lot 9S, Sec. 3, Bayside
Cemetery.
Mar. 1, '00, depo,sited witli city treasurer #50.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 4.93
Josia/i Rundlett 7^rust f^und, for Care of Lot No. 434, Union
Cemetery.
June 28, '00, deposited with cit\- treasurer % 75.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 3.99
John L. Ferley Trust Fund, for Care of Lot No. 1, U>rion Cemetery.
June 28, '00, deposited with city treasurer 1100.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 5.70
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James M. Foss Ti-usi Fund, for Care of Lot No. 14. Sec. 6. Bayside
Cemetery.
Jan. 29, '01, deposited with city treasurer 1250.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 14.66
A'euheii P. SdiH/i Trust Fund, for Care of Lot Xo. 45, Hillside
Cemetery.
July20, "01, dejjosited with city treasurer ' ' ;^ 50.00
balance of interest unexpended t(j Feb. 15, 1906 4.00
Joint KuoTi'ltoii 'J' rust Fund, for Care of Lot Xo. 5JJ, I'ltiou
Cemetery.
Sept. 25, '01, deposited with city treasurer f< 75.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 4.01
]Villiain Taylor Batchelder 'Trust I^'und, for Care of Northerly Half
Lot No. 516, Union Cemetery.
Mar. 1, '01, deposited with city treasurer $ 75.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 3.25
Horace P. Batchelder Trust Fund, for Care of one-half Southerly
Lot \o.516. Cnion Cemetery.
Mar. S, '01, deposited with cit\ treasurer % ,57.50
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 1.62
Da'i'id C. Batchelder Trust luind, for Care of one-half .Southerly
Half of Lot Xo. 516, t'nion Cemetery.
Mar. 8, '01, deposited witli city treasurer 57.50
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 1.62
Louisa Folsom T rust L'uiid, for Care of Lot No. 46, See. I, Hillside
Cemetery.
Feb. 15, '02, deposited with city treasurer $100.00
balance of interest unex])ended to Feb. 15, 1906 8.00
Jfai'ia Tilton 'Trust Lund, for Care of Lot No. 370, t'nion Cemetery.
Sept. 9, '02, deposited with cit_\- treasurer ;?500.00
balance of interest unexpended to Feb. 15, 1906 32.97
Samuel C. Clark, Jr., 'Tiiist L'und, for Care of Lots Xos. 31,32,
Bayside i emetery.
July 18, '03, deposited with city treasurer $200.00
interest to Feb. 15, 1906 12.03
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Thomas Haw Trust Fund, for Care of Lot \o. ,?5, Ser. 4, Baysidt-
Cemetery.
Oct. 2, '03, deposited with city treasurer f^ZOO.OO
interest to Feb. 15, 1906 8.08
Stephen Ferley T rust FundJor Care of Lot At). 30, Union Cemetery.
April 8, '04, deposited with city treasurer $100.00
interest to Feb. 15, 1906 6.49
Ossiau ]('. (Joss 'T rust Fund, for Care of Tomb, Hillside Cemetery
.
Aug, 1, '04, deposited with city treasurer $500.00
interest to Feb. 15, 1906 23.48
Morrill Hunt Trust Fund, for Care of Lot .\'o. A6, Bayside Ceme-
tery.
Oct. 15, '04, deposited with treasurer $100.00
interest to Feb. 1, 1906 4.67
fosepli B. k'eiiistoi! T rust Fund, for Care of Lot Xo. 53, Sec. 5, Bay-
's ide Cemetery.
Dec. 12, '05, deposited with cit\- treasurer % 50.00
intere.st to Feb. 15. 1906 30
STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS.
For care of various lots in cemeteries within the city.
Amount of trust funds received to Feb. 15, 1906 $ 2,975.00
Amount of interest accrued on same 242.42
$3,217.42
Amount of interest paid for year $ 61.83
Balance of interest due Feb. 15, 1906 180.59
Principal as above 2,975.00
$3,217.42
O. //'. Goss Beque.'itto Cottai^e Hospital {in trust.)
Mar. 15, '05, deposited with city treasurer $500.00
interest due Feb. 15, 1906 16.05
REPORT OF CITY AUDITOR.
To the Houorabic Mayor and City Council of iMconia:
Having- accejited the office of auditor of public accounts,
I beg' leave to submit the following' report:
The various departments have been carefully examined
by me, and the books verified, and vouchers found to
correspond with the various accounts herein published, as
follows:
I have examined the accounts of the city treasurer, city
clerk, board of public works, and the books of the public
library treasurer, city tax collector, fire department, and
school department.
The financial exhibit of the city treasurer shows
a balance on hand at the close of the fiscal
year of $ 6,679.46
as compared with balance at close of last
year ],94S.07
Showing more balance on hand b\- the sum . . % 4,731.39
The net indebtedness has increased this year by 6,9(^0.47
I wish to call attention to the following- figures as a
comparison. The following' balances in various appropri-
ations unexpended will g-ive some information as to the
orig'in of the increase of the net debt:
Balance Subject to Draft.




In addition to above:
The balance of public works is . % 6,688.86
Less balance at beg'inning' of 1905 1,768.34
Excess balance over one yearag'o . $ 4,920.52
Making' a total of • $14,042.82
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Deficit as reported this year $14, 400.47
Deduct above balances 14,042.82
Leavino- real net increase of debt ... $ 357.65
This seems to be a fair comparison, and serves to reveal
the true source of the increased debt of the city.
The only error I have found in the books of the various
departments is an error of one cent in itemizing- the draft
of July 1, 1905, in the. department of iniblic works. It was
evidently an error in transcribing" the amount of the July
1 paA'roll. Inasmuch as the footing" corrects this error, it
will make no change in the result. The footing's are cor-
rect, but as Mr. Berry was out of town, I felt no liberty to
make the necessary chang'e in the item on the books. This
explanation is due him, as well as myself.
In the statement of assets of the city, I find the follow-
ing": Gilford tax list, $2,160.05. I find this item has been
carried on the books as an asset for several years. It
appearing" to be of a very doubtful value I sug"g"est to the
Honorable Council the probable wisdom of charg"ing" off
the amount from the books, thereb^^ eliminating" it from
the assets of the city. I find this opinion seems to be
shared by Well-known citizens of your community.
I find that, in the ti'ust funds of the city, in connection
with the manag"ement of several cemeteries, various funds
are accumulating", the income of which is paid by the city
as trustee. These funds are held, in conformity with
authority g"iven in our g"eneral statutes, for the specific
l)urpose of caring" either for the cemetery, as a whole, or
for specific lots. It seems to have been the custom, to
pay bills, as presented, without an}' definite approval.
This has been done, not because of carelessness of any
public official, but because of lack of a proper officer, to
approve such bills, for and in behalf of said cemeteries.
In such cases, as are handled by trustees, or other officers,
of cemeteries, bills should be approved by someone duly
authorized for that purpose. Where no association con-
trols the cemeterv, if in charge (jf the city, direct, the
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Honorable Council should, from year to year authorize
some person, or persons, to approve all such bills, before
payment.
This action will then remove any cause of criticism of
any public official on this account. Furthermore, it will
serve to invite further contribution to such trust funds.
For, it will reveal, to possible contributors, the fact that
the income of such trust funds, is carefully guarded for all
time. Thus will be insured the faithful disposition of the
income, as well as the principal, of anj- possible funds, in
strict accordance with any deed of gift, that may from
time to time be accepted by the "city fathers."
The coupons, notes, and bonds reported in the report of
the treasurer as paid, during the year, have been carefully
counted, and tabulated, and marked with the name of the
auditor, and the word "Paid" in red ink, and have been
filed away in the office of the city clerk, as vouchers.
This is not according to the custom of past years, but it
seems to me that these should be preserved in the "arch-
ives" of the city as vouchers, for money paid out by the
city treasurer, just as any other receipt. The above was
done in the presence of the city clerk.
I have carefully examined the authority and duties of
the auditor as conferred by the city council, at the time of
the passage of the act, and have therefore taken the libertj*
to suggest a few slight changes in method of closing
accounts in some departments. Such changes, are simply
to clarify the books to a casual observer, and are of a
trifling nature. It is not necessary to make further com-
ment thereon, except to say it meets with the approval of
the officers in charge, in every instance.
I wish to testify to the evident desire of all officials to
furnish me with every facility to expedite and lessen my
duties as auditor.
Permit me also to say I wish to be at all times ready to
give careful attention to any and all suggestions, from any
member of your board, or from the entire board, officially,
during the term of office, or appointment, under which I
may serve in the ca]-)acity of auditor.
Respectfully submitted,
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Number of births 196
Number of marriag'es 93
Number of deaths '. . 153
Deaths occurring- at Belknap County Farm .... 11
Bodies brought here for burial .58
Eflforts have been made to make the records of vital
statistics as correct as possible. Any error printed in
this report will be corrjected in the books of records, if
parties interested will kindly call the city clerk's attention
to it.
I. F. Trask, Cifv Clerk.



